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Summary.
This thesis is about a classification of ergodic diffeomorphisms 
of manifolds introduced by Krieger [13]. We start with the definition 
which states that if f denotes a non-singular ergodic transformation 
of a probability space (X,S,u) which admits no o-finite invariant 
measure equivalent to the given measure, then f is of type III. We 
then look at a finer division of the type III class of transformations 
by specifying the ratio set of f , which gives information about the 
values that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of fn (the n^- iterate of f) 
takes on sets of positive measure. The ratio set is an invariant of weak 
equivalence, hence of conjugation by diffeomorphisms.
We examine some relationships between the differentiable and metric 
structures of diffeomorphisms of manifolds, starting with some known 
results on the circle [7, 8, II].
The first chapter introduces most of the necessary definitions, 
background theorems, and notation.
The second chapter extends results of Herman and Katznelson by giving 
2
a construction for C diffeomorphisms of the circle which are of type 
1111 . The rotation numbers of these diffeomorphisms form a set of measure 
1 in £0,lJ; Herman's theorem shows this is not possible for 
diffeomorphisms.
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(vi)
In Chapter 3 we discuss the topology of type III-j diffeomorphisms 
in the space of C~ diffeomorphisms of Tn . We prove that type 111 -j 
diffeomorphisms form a dense in certain closed subspaces of 
Diff"(Tn ) .
The fourth chapter deals with the more pathological cases: type 
111 ^ and type 11IQ diffeomorphisms. The main result of this chapter 
is a theorem which proves that every smooth paracompact manifold of dimension 
^ 3  admits a smooth type 11IQ diffeomorphism. This uses techniques from 
Herman [7}, and is based on a result about ergodic smooth real line 
extensions of diffeomorphisms proved earlier in the chapter. Type II1^ 
diffeomorphisms are shown zo be easy to construct from the results on 
type IIIQ and type II^ diffeomorphisms.
Introduction.
Let f be a non-singular automorphism of a Lebesgue space (X,S,u) .
The problem of describing tne conditions under which u is equivalent 
to an f-invariant measure has been the subject of much study £2,3,4,6,
11,153. Ornstein was the first, in 1960, to construct a non-singular 
transformation of a measure space which admits no a-finite invariant 
measure equivalent to the given measure £15]. Herman constructed examples 
of diffeomorphisms of the circle which are C^+e , and later some smooth 
maps of every paracompact manifold of dimension greater than or equal to 
three, which do not admit a-finite invariant measures equivalent to 
Lebesgue measure [7j. Kazznelson also constructed some C” examples 
on the circle.
We develop ideas from [7j and [14] in this thesis to study the problem
in more detail. After introducing some definitions and notation in Chapter
I, we first recall the relationship between rotation numbers of diffeomorphisms
of the circle and conjugacy to the rotation diffeomorphism. Herman's Theorem
proves the existence of a set A c [0,l"] of full Lebesgue measure such that 
3
every C diffeomorphism of the circle whose rotation number lies in A 
admits a unique finite invariant measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure.
In this chapter we also introduce the concept of the ratio set and describe 
briefly Krieger's classification of non-singular transformations given in
(viii)
Chapter II consists of a construction which proves that for every
?
a e , there exists a C diffeomorphism of the circle with rotation 
number a which admits no o-finite invariant measure equivalent to 
Lebesgue measure. Some topological results concerning the size of the set 
of type IIIi diffeomorphisms of the circle are included, extending a result 
of Herman £8].
/
The third chapter deals with type II^ diffeomorphisms of higher 
dimensional manifolds. Herman has shown in \ j ]  the existence of a C” 
type III-j diffeomorphism on every smooth paracompact manifold of dimension 
^  3 . We study the topology of the set of such diffeomorphisms. The 
results concerning the rotation number of a diffeomorphism of the circle 
generalise only to a limited extent to higher dimensions; the rotation 
number of a diffeomorphism of a higher dimensional torus is not always well- 
defined if we use the definition given in Chapter I.
We prove, in a general setting, that Cr type III^ diffeomorphisms 
form a on any comoact manifold. The task is then to determine which 
manifolds and which spaces of diffeomorphisms admit dense sets of type 
IIIj diffeomorphisms. We give several methods for constructing C“ type 
IIIi diffeomorphisms cn Tn , starting with Katznelson's construction on 
T^ . The existence of a residual set of type III^ diffeomorphisms can
(ix)
be shown in various closed subspaces of Diff"(Tn ) .
The fourth chapter deals with more pathological types of diffeo- 
morphisms which do not admit any invariant measure equivalent to Lebesgue 
measure. In particular we study type IIIQ and type IIIx diffeomorphisms. 
Sections §10 and §11 deal with extending smooth type IIIQ diffeomorphisms 
of the circle to the n-torus.
Section §12 contains a useful result on smooth ergodic real line 
extensions. We see in Chapter II that for certain irrational numbers 
a e [0,l], every cocycle for Rq is a coboundary. A similar result
holds for C" cocycles; the proof uses the same Fourier series techniques 
of II.5.7. Therefore, it is not obvious that a type III diffeomorphism of 
T^ has an ergodic real line extension, since we need a smooth cocycle which 
is not a coboundary. In this section we prove that if X is a locally 
compact manifold, f an ergodic diffeomorphism of X with a recurrent 
cocycle which is not a coboundary but a C~ limit of coboundaries, then 
there exists a dense of ergodic real line extensions of f . It is 
a trivial consequence of Herman's Theorem that logOf is always a C“ 
limit of coboundaries for ergodic f e Diff“ (T^) . By our construction 
of type IIIQ diffeomorphisms of Tn this condition still holds, so we can 
apply the theorem. Hence we can extend our type III diffeomorphisms to 
Tn x R p , and now using methods similar to those of Herman we can find
(X)
type 111Q diffeomorphisms of arbitrary paracompact manifolds.
The chapters are labelled with Roman numerals, and the sections 
are numbered continuously. A reference to II.5.3 means Chapter II, 
Lemma 5.3 (in Section 35), for example.
CHAPTER I.
Notation and ¡Definitions.
§ 1. Diffeomorphisms of Tn .
Let Diff\(Tn ) denote the group of orientation preserving
notice
C di ffeomorphi sms of the n-torus*, T = F  /F where n >_ 1 
and 1 <_ r If we lift Tn to P n we can also lift
f e Oiff^(Tn ) to f:P,n - F n , where f = Id + 4> , and $ is 
/ ’-periodic, we define the set
X  ¡4 a  diifsDfi'or^Wiiri
Dr(Tn ) = {f:iP,n - ^ | f  = Id + $, * is / ’-periodic} .
We define the Cr norm for 1 <_ r < “«> by:
ir = i if l!0 + I I Of||Q+----+ ||Drf||Q ,
and if r = » , we define the metric:
b - 3 i
.llf-g||r
00 % l 02 T^TF s T I ,

The n^- convergent of a is denoted by P„/qn > where pn 
and qn satisfy the wel l-known recursion formulae: pQ = 0 ,
Pl = qo = 1 , qi = ai , pn = anpn_! + pn.2 , and qn = + qn.2 ,
for n ^ 2  . We can now define the set A for which Herman's Theorem 
is true.
Defini tion 1.1.
Let a e R - Q / J  , a = . ,an ,...] . We say that a
satisfies condition cA if for every e > 0 , there exists B > 0 
such that
n (l+a.)(l+a. , )  = O(q^) as n
(l+ai)(l+ai+i) > B 1 1 + 1 n
We now define:
A = {a e [0,1] satisfies condition cA)} ;
it is shown in ¡8] that m(A) = 1 . We say that a is of constant 
type if sup a <• =» .
VJ« A \ <* «5 not of Ccm S+o^±
We state Herman's Theorem since it will be referred to throughout
the thesis.
J ^ ‘Ä 5*?kfSWIÄ*Wl
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Theorem 1.2.
If f e Dr (T1) , 3 <_ r <_« and p(f) e A , then f is 
Cr-2 conjugate to . If r = » , then f is C" conjugate
to R .a
§2. Ergodic Theory Preliminaries.
Let (X,$,u) denote a Borel space where y is a probability 
measure on (X,$) . Let f denote a non-singular ergodic transformati 
of (X,§,y) , i.e. every f-invariant set B e 5 satisfies either 
y(B) = 0 or y(B) = 1 . We define the set Aut(X,$,y) = {T:(X,§)-^>
non-singular
such that T is a^Borel automorphism of (X,S) j
and let
0f (x) = {fnx:n e 7} .
The full group of f is defined by
P Q  = {VeAut(X,$,y):VxeO^(x) for every x e X} .
Definition 2.1.
Two transformations f ,gcAut(X,5 ,y) are weakly equivalent if 
there exists a measurable invertible map iji:X-+X with y and
|l'(0f(x)) = Ogi^x) for y-a.e. x e X .
We now introduce an invariant of weak equivalence.
Definition 2.2.
Let f e Aut(X,$,p) be an invertible, ergodic transformation.
A non-negative real number t is said to lie in the ratio set of f , 
r (f) , if for every Borel set B e 5 with u(B) > 0 , and for 
every e > 0 ,
y ( U ( B  n  fnB n  {xex
neZ
dpf"n ,
— (x)-t < el)) > 0 .
d f'nHere — ^ —  denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of f*p with
★
respect to p . ..e set r(f) = r (f)\{0} . One can show that r(f)
is a closed subgroup of the multiplicative group of positive real 
numbers R + , and that f admits a o-finite invariant measure if 
and only if r (f) = Cl} 03]. If f has no o-finite invariant 
measure equivalent to p , there are three possibilities:
★
(1) r (f) = CteR:t > 0}, in which case f is said to be of type III^;
(2) r (f) = { O W  U n :ns7} for 0 < \  < 1 ; in this case f is said 
to be of type 111 x ; or,
(3) r (f) = {0,1; . Then f is of type 11IQ .
- 7
The ratio set is actually an example of the set of essential 
values for a particular cocycle for f . We shall briefly introduce 
these more general concepts from the study of non-singular group 
actions on measure spaces. For the purposes of this thesis, we 
will give the definitions in the differentiable context; for the 
most general definitions, we refer the reader to [J6j.
Let (X,$,u) denote a C“ , compact manifold with smooth 
probability measure y . Let f e Diff°°(X) be y-ergodic (it is 
always non-singular) and let H be a locally compact second countable
abelian group. The action (n,x) ►* fn(x) of 2  on X is clearly
non-singular since for every n e 7 , x fnx is a Borel automorphism 
of X which leaves u quasi-invariant.
Definition 2.3.
-Ht 1L - action orfmill
A Borel map a:2 * X +  H is called a cocycle for A  if the 
following condition holds:
For every n,m e 2 and for every x e X , we have 
ain.-^x) - a(n+m,x) + a(m,x) = 0 .
A cocycle a:? ; X •* H is called a coboundary if there exists a Borel
map b:X -*• H with a(n,x) = b(fnx) - b(x) n e 7 , for y-a.e.
A
-  8 -
x e X . Two cocycles a-¡ and a^ are said to be cohomologous if 
their difference is a coboundary.
The following defines a cohomology invariant which generalises the
concept of the ratio set.
Definition 2.4.
Let (X,5,u) be as above, £  <xo cxuAomoc^VwSrv« acts non-
singularly and ergodically on (X,$,y) and let a f i x  X -*■ H be a 
cocycle. An element a e TT = Hvy{»} is called an essential
value of a if, for every Borel set B e S with u(B) > 0 and for 
every neighbourhood N{a) of a in H  ,
u{Bnf'°BO{x: a(n,x) e N(a)>) > 0
for some n c Z  . The set of essential values is denoted by F(a) , 
and we put E(a) = F(a)P| H • We will state a few well-known properties 
of F(a) .
(1) F(a) is a non-empty closed subset of TT ;
(2) E(a) is a cl osed subgroup of H ;
(3) F (a )  = {0} if and only if a is a coboundary.
(4) F(a-|) = F(a2) whenever a-j and a^ are cohomologous.
CHAPTER II.
Rotation Numbers of Type 111 ^ Di ffeomorphi sms of .
§3. Introduction.
In Ql], Katznelson constructs ergodic C” di ffeomorphi sms of 
the circle which do not admit any o-finite measure equivalent to 
Lebesgue measure. The rotation numbers of these diffeomorphisms are 
Liouville numbers of a very special form and are, in particular, 
contained in a subset of the circle of Lebesgue measure zero. 
Subsequently Herman [7] proved that the set of C~ di ffeomorphi sms 
of the circle, v/hich are of type 111 ^ form a dense G{ in F” . 
Herman's Theorem implies, however, that the rotation numbers of all 
these type 111^ diffeomorphisms lie in the complement of the set A 
defined in Definition 1.1. Herman's Theorem also implies that the
3
situation is basically unchanged if one looks at C -diffeomorphisms
2
of the circle. His methods suggest that C -di ffeomorphi sms might 
exhibit a different behavior, and this is the starting point for this 
chapter. Using a refinement of Katznelson's construction, we obtain,
o
for a.e. a e [0,1) , a C -diffeomorphism of the circle of type III 
with rotation numbe- = . The main result of this chapter is the
10 -
Theorem 3 .1.
2 1For every a ejfL, there exists a diffeomorphism f e D (T ) 
with p(f) = a , which is of type 111 -j.
Theorem 3.1 will be a consequence of a slightly stronger assertion
(Proposition 4.4.), which in turn has an interesting topological
implication. In Section 5 we prove that, for every a e A , the set
2 1of type Ill^-diffeomorphisms is a dense in F (T ) .
In [8, XI], Herman posed the following problem:
If a is a number of constant type, and if 2 <_ r < +«° , does there
exist f e such that f is not Cr_  ^ conjugate to Rw ? Tta-
ojre*h»?x- "hi "Hi® c^esKur» is sfil( r>o1" hr>ovx>o cioe.5
w > t  O m + a i o  i,-!ux»-.berj o f  C o n s W i t
Theorem 3.1 also sheds some light on a related problem. If a is 
of constant tyoe and if $ e c \ t ^) with f $(x)dx = 0 , then there
i1
2 1exists ^ £ L (T ,rr.) satisfying = <f> m-a.e. We have proveda
that for each a €--TL there exist uncountably many f e Fc ,
.1,T1,and for each f a function # e C (T ) with <j>(x)dm = 0 which is
T1
such that the equation ip-«pof = 4> has no m-measurable solution.
Later in the thesis we see that if ©  = {♦eC,(T,)|$ = *-*0f} ,
(where the closure is taken with respect to the C1 topology) and 
if there exists a single $ in ©  with the above property then there 
is a dense in ©  with the same property.
11
§4. The Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Let f e D2(T^) with a = p(f) e t \ q , and let o =
be the continued fraction expansion of p(f) . For every n > 0 ,
P (f) denotes the partition of given by the points (fJ (0):
0 j <_ qn - 1} . f sends each interval in Pn (f) onto some other
interval in the same partition, with the exception of two subintervals. 
Furthermore, if I e P (f) , and if J •= I is one of the subintervals 
in the partition of I defined by P ^(f) , then f sends J onto 
one of its two neighbours in I , except possibly when J lies at one 
of the two ends of I . A much more detailed discussion can be found in
[’ll]. We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.1 and start with a measure
theoretic proposition closely related to [’ll,II, Theorem l.l].
Proposition 4.1.
Let f e D^(T^) with a = o(f) e t \ q , and let, for every
n ^  1 , Pn(f) be the partition of T* 1 described above. Suppose that 
the following condition holds for infinitely many n : for every
1 e P (f) there exists a dorel set I and a positive integer 
j0 with
fJ° ( C ) ^ I  (4.1)
m(C) > 10'4m(I) (4.2)
12 -
and such that
10‘3 < |log Df“°(t)| £  1 (4.3)
for every t e C .  Then f admits no o-finite invariant measure 
equivalent to m .
Proof.
If f admits a a-finite invariant measure m' equivalent to 
m , v/e have dm' (t) = g(t)dm(t) for some Borel function g > 0 on 
which satisfies gof(t)-Df(t) = g(t) for m a.e. t e l' . 
There exists a c > 0 such that the set E = (teT^:c<g(t) £  1.001c} 
has positive measure. Let t be a point of density of E . By 
definition, we have
lim
n-x»
V Ie,Vf>
m(lAE)
■ i r r  =
Choose n large enough so that, for t Q e I e Pn (f) » 
m(I O E) > (1-10-6)m(I) ,
and such that n is one of the numbers satisfying (4.1) - (4.3).
- 13 -
From (4.2) and (4.3) we get
-fi(C) i m ( f  °(C)) £  3m(C) , 
m(f 0 (O) > 3'1 10_4m(I) ,
m(CnE) > m(C) - m(I\E) = m(C) - (m(I)-m(InE))
> m(C) - 10'6m(I) > (l-10'2 )m(C) , 
and
m(fJ°(C)o E) > m(fJ°(C))-m(I\E) > m(fJ°(C))-10'6ni(I) 
> m(f°0 (C)) - 3-10"2m(fJ°(C))
= (l-3-10"2)m(f°o (C)) .
This implies
n(f J°(fJ°(C) r\ E)) > 3-1m(f °(C)0 E)
> 3-1-(l-3-10"2)m(fJ°(C))
3'2 -(l-3-10‘2)m(C) ,
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|log Df | |Q < 10'1.6.n.d (4.7)
and for every I e PM (f) there exists an interval I such
that f °(c) <= I , n(C) i  2.10"4 m(I) , and
11 og Df °(t) | >_ 2.10~^6 for every t e C , (4.8)
Furthermore we have
IIlog Df °||o < 0.56 (4.9)
Proof.
Let a = [a^,a2 ,...] be the continued fraction expansion of 
a e A , and let, for every n >_ 1, dn = | h n“ l I > where 11 • 11 
denotes the distance from the nearest integer. For every n ^  1 , 
the partition Pn (Ra ) consists of qn intervals; qn 2  of these 
have length dn l  + dn , and anqn l  have length dn_^ . The 
partition Pn+-|(Ra ) divides each interval I e Pn (Ra ) into either 
an+  ^ or an+  ^ + 1 subintervals, all of which have length dR , 
except for one interval at one of the ends of I , which will have 
length dn+dn+1 • rrom this discussion we conclude that, for every 
n > 1 ,
We now fix M > N with
aM+l £ 10“ -1n ,
where n»N are the numbers appearing in the statement of this 
proposition. (2.10) implies
dM S qM+l S aM+lqM s 2,10 n dM-l* 
so that the longer intervals in PU(R ), which have length
M Cl
djj j+dy, differ from the shorter ones (of length d^j) by at 
most 2.10_3dM_1‘ Let :T1 + E  be the function
31 d„
? d - c o s ( ^  * for “¿ r  - 1 -  s t -1
’('Tit) =
otherwise.
We choose and fix a c”-function ij>2:T^ ■* R such that i|i2(t) >_ 0 
for every t e T1 , j^2 dm = 1 , ^(t) = *2 (l-t) , and ip2 (t) = 0
for 10-3dM_^ i  t l-10-3.dji|_i . The function i|»+ :T -*■ R will 
denote the convolution ijij * , and we set i|i_(t) = ip+ (1 -1)
Let now, for every I e ?M (Ra ) » y (I) denote the mid-point of the 
interval I , anc put

- 19 -
D<>+ (t) >_ lO"1^  for every t e J^I) = [Y(I)+0.018dM 1  ,Y (I) +
0-247dM_ ^
and
D<#>_(t ) < - 10'1d-]1 for every t e J2(I) = [Y (I)-0.247dM_., ,Y(I) -
O.OlSd^,] .
Consider now, for every c e £-1,1] ,
♦c^ ) =t
>+ (t) + (1-c) *_(t)
L(t) + (1+c) $+ (t)
for 0 < c < 1 ,
for -1 <_ c <_ 0 ,
and put
fc(t) = t+a + 10'2 .6.n.dM_r  <frc(t) .
Since the functions t + and have disjoint supports, it is 
clear that the relations (4.11) - (4.14) hold with <j>c , c e £-1,1] 
replacing 4+ or . In particular we note that fc can be 
considered as a diffeomorphism of , and that 11fc - R || < n
(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)

w iJW  -  mi  9 - t f e  J ' l W I J l I i l i  tfP*.*'
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by (4.10). Having proved (4.9), we consider (4.8) and assume
first that c > 0 . Put o —
J{(I) = Gr(I) + 0-132 dM _r  y(I) + 0.133 dM_.,]
The inequalities
l^(t) - R*(t)| < k.10'2 Sn dM^ | u c ||o
0
-  -5c Z10 2 6r> df£|
< S.lO'^d,M-l *
where 0 < k < j and 
—  —  ° o
|f °(t) - t| <
*o Ra ( t )  "  *1 + »oqM fin d J . i- lO -2 
-  Ao (dll + fin d||_i-10" 2 )
< 1 0 ' 2 d,'M-l
imply the following: for every I e PM (Ra) and for every k with 
0 £ k  <_ jo there exists an interval I e P^R^) with
- 22 -
fk(J'(I))C (I) . (4.20)
In the particular case k = j we get 1 = 1 .  For later reference
we give here a more precise estimate: if I e PU (R ) , one hasM a
f°°(Ji(I))C [y (I) + 0.07 dM_ 1 >Y(I) + 0.2 . (4.21)
From (4.7) and (4.18) we have
- 2  V 1 k
0.95-10 ^ n d ^ . d  I Da (fK(t))
1 M 1 k=0 co
V 1
< = ^ 9  0  + 1 0 ' 2 5 r'd|n_1 drl_ 1 Dij)c (fk(t)))
k=j o
V ’ k j
= e log Df (fK(t)) = log Df °(t) , 
k=0
and we can apply (4.15) and (4.20) to get
0.002375« £  0.95-10 J 6n j <^_i < log Df °(t)
for every t e C =  J](I) , I e Pm (Rq ) * This Proves (4.8) under 
the assumption that cq >_ 0 . If cQ < 0 , one uses J2 (I) , defined
\
in (4.15), chooses J£(I) = [Y (I) - 0.133dM_1 ,Y(I) - 0 . 1 3 2 ^ ^  
and obtains
j n
-0.00256 >_ log Df °(t)
for every t e C =  J^(I) , I e P())(Ra) = PM (f) • Again we have 
verified (4.8). The expression (4.21) is now replaced by
f°°(J2 (I) ) C  [y (I) - 0.2 dM_r  Y - 0.07 d ^ ^  .
The proof of Proposition 4.3 is complete.
Proposition 4.4.
Let a eXL and 0 < e < 1 be fixed. There exists a 
2 1diffeomorphism fp E D (T ) satisfying the following conditions.
(4.22)
Proof.
Using an induction argument we shall construct a sequence 
(fn ) < = D“ (T ) which converges in D^(T1) to a limit f , and 
fQ will satisfy (4.23) - (4.25). For this construction we choose 
and fix a sequence (<5n :n 1 ) of real numbers satisfying
0 < 6n <_ 1 for every n ^  1 , 
$2 n = 1 for every n ^  1 ,
(4.26)
and
the set { 6 :n >_ 1 is dense in [0 ,1] • (4.27)
oo 1
The sequence (fR ) c: D (T ) will be obtained through repeated 
applications of Proposition 4.3: Given N we use Proposition
4.3 to define a function f = f  ^ e D"(T ) satisfying (4.4) - (4.9), 
and we put jQ = j*+l • M = , and C  = C£+]( I ) C  I , for
^  1 ‘ PMt+i(V l ) ’ N t + 1 will then be chosen depending on
Mj+i and f ^  . To start the process, let f^  = R^, M-| = 0,Nj = 1
-1 -4 -1
= 6-j• e-2 10 q, , and apply Proposition 4.3 with 6 = 6-j ,
n ■ n-j. N - Nj to get f = ? 2 = f2> M = M2 , jQ = j2 , and
Suppose now that we have constructed , n^.... n»-l*
>• • • • sy Herman's Theorem (cf. I, §1) there
exists h e Diff“ (T^) with f = h"^ R h. . Choose N. > M. suchX X X a x X —  X
that
C2( I )  = C2( I ) C  1 fo r  every I e P ^ ( f 2) , sat isfy ing  (4.4) - (4.9).
max
X
sup
t-J 9 t2cl
iDh;1 (ti)-Dh;1 (t2)i < 3/5| |hA ii, ,
and
(4.28)
max . sue |log Dh“ 1 (^ ) - log Dh” 1 (t2)| < 10-4« r  (4.29)
« Y » 1 W 1
We put h^ = id , define
(4.30)
and apply Proposition 4.3 with n = 6 = 5^, N = N to obtain
f " W Jo " W  M = Mt+l a n d C = C t+1( I ) C I .  1 c PM1+1( W
satisfying (4.4) - (4.9). The general inequality
||h_ 1 Rah - h_1g h| | 2 « 10||R -g||2 .(l+||h| | 3 +||h_1|| ) 2 , (4.31)
h e Diff^(T^) , 5 e D^T1) , implies that
f.xl = h' 1 f, . h„ £+1 £ £+1 £
satisfies
1 <n<7. £+1
For every I e P„ (ff+1) . put 
' £ + 1 *+l
< w >  ( « , . 1  < \ < » »  •
From (4.28) one proves easily
m(Ct+1( I ) )  > 1 0 '4 m(I)
for every I e (f„+1) .
This induction procedure allows us to define a sequence (f :£ >_
in D“ (T1) , which satisfies (4.28) - (4.34) for every £ ^ 1  .
(4.32) implies in particular that (fA) is a Cauchy sequence in 
„2 ,^1 . . ...
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)
1)
2 1in D (T ) . It is now necessary to go through a series of estimates 
in order to prove that fQ satisfies the required conditions. By 
construction (4.23) and (4.24) are obvious, but (4.25) is somewhat 
more difficult to prove. We first observe that, for every k <_ i  ,
y  v  = y v  •
so that
V f k > =  y v
(4.35)
for every k 1 . Our next aim is to show that
fok (C k (I))°  1 (4.37)
for every I e PM (f ) and for every k > 2 . Statements (4.21) 
nk 0
and (4.22) imply that, for every k >_ 2 , and for every I e PM (f^) , 
.Jk ' - 2
the interval f^ (C^(I)) has distance > 1 0 d^ from the endpoints 
of I . Now (4.33) shows that the interval f^ (C^U)) has distance
> 1 0  dM _^*||Dh|i||’ from the endpoints of I , for every I e P^ (f^) 
k k
We will prove (4.37) if we can show that
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1 k ' Ri h . - *i.i v i .
< 1 1 » ; ' 1 1„ - - f l , 1 1„ 
i  n “ ;, n 0 .Mo«i - Di|tln 0
(4.40)
= l|Dh;1 ||0 .||l - Dfi+1 |l0
< 2||0h;1 ||o .||log Df| + 1 | | 0
< 1 0 -5 .2 ‘V ,  •( min ( 1 + | |h 1 1 3 + I Ih" 1 1 U ) “1) .
i l<n<£
During the last estimate v/e have used the fact that
P(f|+l) = P(RJQ ) = ja -
Adding up the inequalities (4.40) we get, for every k < p ,
IK
P-1
l0 -  1
0 t=k
l i e  - fl+l
i ’» '5 o,v  0  * N»n ll3 * i K ' i i j » ' 1
^ ,o's <*Hk n Dhkii; 1 •
30 -
which proves (4.39). We now intend to prove the inequality
V 10"3 -  Ilo9 Df0k(t )l 1 «k-0,6
for every k > 2  , every t e C k(I) , and every I e PM (fQ ) .
To verify (4.41), we use induction. Our hypothesis is that, for 
every i  = 2 .... . , and for every k <_ i  ,
6k(2.10'3-10"4 (2-21_)l)) < | log Df^k(t)| < 6k(0.5+10-4 (2-21_£))
To prove that (4.42) holds for a 
in (4.40):
I I  log DfJk - log Dfpk-| 110 
= l l lo g  D ( h j V k hp) - log Dfh '1 
1  11 log Dhp1 ( A  hp) - log Oh'1
+ H 1o9 D?pil 1 1 0
1  M DV H 0 * !iDh? M o * H R'k •
: p+1 , we proceed exactly as
y n .
vn„
fp5lll0 * j k.||109Dfp„ | | (,
(4.41)
(4.42)
. !.Vj7V " ' ,fr
i n w m n i
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±11° V !io • I ■ Dhpl ¡0 • H1 - Dfp i l l lo+ Jkl l 1o9 DV l l l<
1  j k- m ° g  V i !|o • (2 ‘ l ^ p 11 l0 • M DhpNo +
1 j k- 10-1 V p  V 1 ■ (2||D2hplMo • HDhPllo + 1)
£ W V - I  • <2l l DV l l o l l DhPNo + 1)
(min 6n.(l + ||hn | | 3 + IIh"1 ||3 )‘2 ).e.2 _p.1 0 “6 .q"1+1-
l<n<p n 1'3 11 n 1 'S7
< dk. 2 "p. 1 0 " 6
for every k = 1.... p , since PAdding up
these inequalities as before we see that (4.42) holds for 
i  = p+1 and k < i  . Turning now to k = p+1 we have
log D f ^ V )  = log(D(h^ fJP|lhp ))(t)
!°g Dh”1(f p+](hp(t))) + log Dhp(t)
+ log
* *  *.'*.: . • » • ' V *  r v . i  i
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l0S S ^ p + l ^ V * ^  ' 1o9 ^ ( y t ) )
+ 1o9 •
Since t e C  i(I) implies f ^'(t) t I for every I e PM (? ])
v p+ 1 v
(cf. 4.8), we can apply (4.29) and (4.33) to get
1 1°9 DfpSj^t) - log DfpPj^t)! < 1 0 ' 3 4 6
P+1
for every t e C p+1 (I) , I e PM (fp+1) • We have that (4 .8 )
and (4.9) imply (4.42) for k = p+1 , i  = p+1 , so that (4.41) 
follows by continuity.
Finally we see that (4.34), (4.36), (4.37) and (4.41), together 
with (4.26), allow us to apply Proposition 4.1 and Remark 4.2 now 
shows that fQ is either of type II1^  or of type IIIX for X < 1 . 
To prove that fQ is indeed of type III. , we use an indirect 
argument and assume that f Q is of type III^ . By (4.27), the set
3 = in > 1: - log x/2 < 6  < - log x}—  —  n —
is infinite. A routine calculation, involving the Lebesgue density 
theorem, (4.34), (4.36), (¿.37) and (4.41) (for k e S) now implies
that r(f ) must contain an element y satisfying
, -l(f3 log A/2 „-0.6 log A -1
l < e  3 £ y i  e < A
which is absurd. This contradiction proves that f 
(4.25), and the proposition is completely proved.
Remark 4.5.
Proposition 4.4 implies Theorem 3.1.
satisfies
r f t . t  s "•
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§5. Topological Properties of the set of Type 111 ^ - Pi ffeomorphisms. 
Motivated by £8,11 -Aj» we define, for r,s ^ 0  , a e T ,
0r,S = {g"1 Rog e F ^ T 1) : g e DS(T1 )} ,
°o'aC = ^Ra3 e FI(t1) : 9 ’s absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure m} ,
°: = { g- 1 Rag:g e Dr(T1)} ,
and
Fr,m = {f e Fr(T^) : f admits a o-finite invariant a '  ’
measure equivalent to m) .
In a more general form Herman's Theorem states that, for every 
a e A , and for every r ^  3 ,
Qr,r- 2  _ 2r,ac = pr,m _ pr 
a - a ” a
KWiÉMl^MllilHiÎlli'liM - ri .*
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Furthermore Herman has shown that 0r is meagre in Fr , fora a
every a e t \ q , and for every r with 1 < r < » . For 
o e t V $  , a not of constant type, a stronger assertion holds: 
o£ * r _ 1 is meagre in , where the bar denotes closure in the 
Cr-topology (cf. jj,XI.43).
In this section we shall indicate some consequences of
Proposition 4.5 concerning the 'size' of 0^’ac and F ^ ,m in F^ ,3 a a a
which will improve Herman's result in this special case. Our main 
assertion in this section is the following:
Proposition 5.1.
For all a eiV, the set
G = {f e F . f is of type III,} a a I (5.1)
is a dense G. v0 3
in F^
Corollary 5.2.
F^,m and G^’ac are meagre subsets of F^ . a 3 3 a
We shall prove ^-rraosition 5.1 by applying the lemmas below.
i r -
r v .  < i v
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Lemma 5.3.
For a e A , 0 < r < ■» , 0r = Fr .—  —  a a
Proof.
This is a trivial consequence of Herman's Theorem since
F“ is dense in Fr for every r = 0 .... ~ .a a J
Lemma 5,4.
Let f e Fr , r > 2 and assume that f is ofa —
type 111 ^ . Then h ^ofoh is of type 111^ for every h e D°(T^) 
which is absolutely continuous with respect to m .
Proof.
The ratio set is an invariant of weak equivalence and hence of 
conjugacy by non-singular automorphisms.
Lemma 5.5.
The set G^ in (5.1) is a in F^ , for every a e t'h  . 
Proof.
By [fr .Ch.Vj, the set G = {f a F* : f is of type 111^} is a
37 -
2 ? 1 - 1dense in F = D (T )\int p (Ç) , where int denotes interior. 
Hence G = F2 n G is a G. in F2 = F2 n p ~ \ a) . Note that G 
may be empty!
Proof of Proposition 5.1.
Lemma 5.5 shows that it suffices to prove that G is dense in
2 2 Fq . Suppose there exists an open set U in Fq such that U O  Gq = $ .
By Lemma 5.3, there exists g e l )  such that g = h~^°R °h , wherea
h e D2 (T^ ) . Now we define the map H:F2 -*■ F2 by H(f) = h°f°h  ^ .
We have H(g) = R , and it is easy to see that H is a homeomorphism 
with respect to the C topology. Thus H(U) is open in F£ and 
contains R^ . By Proposition 4.5, H(U) contains a type III^ 
diffeomorphism so by Lemma 5.4, U does as well. This contradiction 
proves the proposition.
Corollary 5.6.
p
For every ctfc_Q_ there exists f t  F which is nota
conjugate to R^ .
Using the notation of Proposition 5.1 we see that for every a e A , 
f e Ga implies tnat the equation log Df = ip-ip°f has no m-measurable 
solution. We comoare this with a known result for the linearised
38 -
equation, where a is of constant type implies the existence of an 
2 1L solution for every C cocycle. We include the result and a 
proof for c o m p l e t e n e s s . a  •» O m eto u n t +ype. ,if ¿j not yet 
krv>\fyn ¡-f C o r o i la j r y  “3.<o  ts + v u .e .
Proposition 5.7.
If a e R\Q/Z is of constant type and if f e c '(T^) with
{ cf>(x)dm = 0 , then there exists e L2 (l\m) satisfying 
T 1
= $ m-a.e.
Proof.
We write ?(x) = £ $(k)e 
k=-«°
2 irikx , where $(k), k e 1 are the
Fourier coefficients of $ . Solving the equation = $ then
reduces to showing that z
k+0 1 -e
< + ~ (for an \ r  solution).
Since a is of constant type there exists a constant C > 0 such
p
that for every k e Z , ||ka|| > £  , and therefore a constant O
such that |l-e^'nlCo‘| > .
Now z I ¿ 0 0
kfO'l-e
<_ Z 
k$ 0
♦ (k)
1 1  ” Since $ e C (T )• , we have z
—«
follows.
k . *(k) < + •• , and the result
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CHAPTER III.
Type IIIi-Diffeomoronisms of Higher Dimensional Tori.
§6 . Introduction.
oiiW’aJ'iov' p*es4jrV'og
Every^ergodic diffeomorphism of the circle can be extended to
2
an ergodic flow on T by taking the suspension flow. Once an 
ergodic flow is obtained, a standard result gives the existence of 
a set of t e R  for which the diffeomorphism obtained by fixing the 
flow at time t is ergodic and preserves the measure theoretic 
properties of the original diffeomorphism. We use this technique, 
as suggested by Herman in [7], to obtain some results on the topology 
of type III-| diffeomorphisms on Tn .
Another method for obtaining ergodic flows and diffeomorphisms on
2
T is to look at ergodic circle extensions of the dynamical system 
given by:
F:Tn>* -► TnxR _ 1
(X,y) -  (fx,y + log ^ j - ( x ) )  .
Motivated by a oaper of Jones and Parry [lOj, we show that "most"
give ergodic extensions for each F as definedC functions
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Another method for obtaining ergodic flows and diffeomorphisms on
2
T is to look at ergodic circle extensions of the dynamical system 
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C~ functions give ergodic extensions for each F as defined
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above. Thus we obtain results about smooth type 111 ^ diffeomorphisms 
of the skew product type.
Using conjugacy we obtain topological results for a larger class 
in Dr(Tn ) .
We begin Chapter III with a lemma proving that type II1^  
diffeomorphisms always form a G. . Thus to prove the existence of a 
residual set of such diffeomorphisms, the question is reduced to showing 
the existence of a dense set.
- 40 -
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§7. Type III^  Diffeomorphisms Are a G . .
Let (X,$,p) be a compact manifold, with p a C” 
measure on X . Consider the space
L*(X,p) = {hEL2 (X,u) j Jhdp = 0}
X
O
and let {h^}.^ denote a countable dense set in L^(X,p 
prove the following lemma similar to [7,v],
Lemma 7.1.
Let g:X ->■ X oe an mvtrtiblc. transformation which 
y . Then g is u-ergodic if and only if
1 m' 1 i
inf |d- z h.°gJ L  = 0 for all 
m>l m j=l 1 1
p
ieN and where ! denotes the L -norm.
Proof.
probabi lity
. We
preserves
(=>) Assume g is p-ergodic. Then by Von Neumann's mean
p
ergodic theorem, -or all h e L (X,p) ,
- 42 -
1 m‘ 1 i 
limi i  E h°gJ -in • rt m-*» j=0
hdy | 2 = 0
(
This implies in particular, for every i e N ,
m - 1
limi 1  E h.ogJ | 2 = 0 .
i l l  • 1m-*» J = 1
(<=) Assume that
l m* 1 i
inf ! i  I h.;0gJ L  = 0 for every i t » ., 1 m . 1 1 i.m>l j=l
Suppose there exists f e LQ (X,y) such that f°g - f u-a.e. x e X
Then we have for every i e N , jh^.fdy = jh^.(f°g ^)dy (since g
X
preserves y) = f(h,-°g).fdy = f(hi°g^).fdi
for every j e 1 ,
j .og). u J
i ’V MJ-o i ’
fdy (since
the integral is independent of j ). Now by Holder's inequality,
. m - 1
-  E 
m j =0
• . , m - 1  ,
1 m ^ 0hi° 9 >2 - 1 f >2
for every m , so jh^.fdy = 0 for every i . Clearly
jh.-fdy = 0 V  . £ N implies that f = constant y-a.e. and hence
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that g is y-ergodic.
We use Lemma 7.1 to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2.
Let Diff” (X) denote the space of c“ diffeomorphisms of X . 
With the C” topology on Diff“ (X) , the set of type 111 -j 
diffeomorphisms is a .
Proof.
By definition and [16], f e Diff°°(X) is of type 111 ^ if the 
map
F:X»fR ->■ XxR . --1 given by:
(x,y) h. (fx.y + l o g ^ — (x))
is v = e -^dySdy - ergodic. (Note that F preserves V  )
If we let Cn = Xx(-n,n) denote the cylinder without boundary,
and let v_ denote v|r -|v(C )|_1 , we can consider the map
n Ln n
Fj. = F , the maD induced by F on Cn . Then Fn preserves the 
n
probability measure vn and we see that F is v-ergodic if and only
A.V • * ***■ >• * m  .» i • r.
- 44 -
if F is v -ergodic for every n > 1 . n n —
2
Let (hn . be a countable dense subset of L0 (cn »vn ) ;
i.e. h -dv = 0 for every i e N , for fixed n e N .
J n » i n
-
For fixed values of i,n, and k we define:
l i m" 1 l
JM . n  ■ <X)|inf| ï  .f0h„,1 °fÎ l2 < F >
We claim that for each triplet (k,i,n) the set B. . isk 91 9n
open in the C" topology. This is because the map
m - 1
f - | ^  r h .oFj! L  m j =q n , l n 2
is continuous with respect to the C“ topology on the domain and 
2
the L topology on the range, for fixed m,n,i . Since the infimum
of continuous maos is upper semi continuous, it follows that B. .
k > 1 9 n
is open.
We now consider:
n  n  O  B, .
n i k k.i.n ‘
Clearly (B is a G and f  e ©  implies V  n e N , V i e N
0
and 'Z k e N ,
inf j
m>l
1 i-  Z h .°FJ m ._Q n,i n
1
Tc
so F is v -ergodic for every n e N , hence F is v-ergodi 
n n
Note that, a priori, this G { may be empty. If X = T* , 
from Katznelson's construction it follows that the set of type 
111^ diffeomorohisms in F” = D°°(T^)—i nt p ^(Q) is a dense Gfi
This result is proved using different methods in [7],
- 46 -
§8. Cartesian Product Diffeomorphisms.
We will show that type II Ij diffeomorphisms form a dense 
in certain closed subspaces of the space of diffeomorphisms of higher 
dimensional tori.
Let PRr(Tn ) denote the set of Cr diffeomorphisms of the
form:
f e PR'(T ) => f(xr x2, ’xn> (fl(xl).... V xn )}
where f. e D ^ T 1) . Clearly PRr (Tn )ct Dr (Tn ) and for each 
n >_ 1 , 0 r <^ => , PRr(Tn) is a closed subgroup of Dr(Tn ) 
(with respect to composition).
Herman has shown in [ji.XIIlJ that in general one cannot define 
the rotation number of f t  Dr(Tn ) for n ^  2 . In PRr(Tn) , 
however, there is a natural extension of the rotation number. We
define, for f e PRr(Tn ) , p(f) = a = (a-j ,a2 ...........<*n ) e IRn where
“i = p(fj) for 1 ±  i ±  n .
We write ?Rr(Tn) = {f e.a' ' PRr (Tn) p(f) = a e !R"}
and
rRr(Tn) = {f e PRr (Tn) f. e Fr (T1) , 1 < i  < n )
Recall that Fr(T1) = Dr(T])\int P_1 (Q) .
•tn**" * *  ‘»a .-- • * ■?'. * n  .'g i  ...
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To extend our results to higher dimensions we need to recall some 
elementary facts about ergodic flows on compact manifolds.
Definition 3.1.
A Cr flow on a manifold X is a Cr map f:XxR -*• X such 
that if we denote ft(x) = f(x,t) , V/ x e X , t e F , then
(i) fs+t(x) = V ft<X> V s . t  e F ,
(ii) f = Id . Then it follows that' ' o x
A flow on (XjS.ii) is a ^-ergodic if whenever -f^ (A) = A for some A c £  
and for every t c R  , then either p (A) = 0 or y(Ac ) = 0 .
Equivalently, f^ is y-ergodic if whenever 4>of^  = <(> for <(> in 
L“ (X,u) , then <f> is a constant y-almost everywhere.
Definition 8.2.
A non-singuiar ergodic flow f^ on (X,^,y) is of type III if 
it admits no c-finice invariant measure equivalent to w .
43 -
We say f^ is of type IIIj if the flow 
S:X>#*R -*■ X»R given by
dpfl1
(x,z,t) (ft(x), z + log — — (x)) is
v = e zdyBdz - ergodic.
If f is any diffeomorphism of a compact manifold of dimension n 
>_ 1 , there exists a canonical method for obtaining a flow on an 
(n+1 )-dimensional manifold, associated with f , called the suspension 
flow of f . we define = {suspension flow of f on X* , 
where (x,y) n, (fnx,y+n) n e 7} ; for details of this standard 
construction we refer the reader to [ n ] . The following proposition 
is an easy consequence of the construction.
Proposition 8.3.
If f e Diffr (X) and f is u-ergodic, then Ft is uSm-ergodic. 
It is then a trivial corollary of this proposition that the suspension 
flow of a type III. diffeomorphism is also of type 111 ^ .
We use the -ollowing well-known result |J4] to obtain higher 
dimensional ci-^-feomorphisms from flows.
49
Lemma 8.4.
Let (Y,0,v) be a Lebesgue space, v a positive o-finite measure 
and a flow on Y preserving v and v-ergodic. If Gt has no
orbit of full v-measur;, then there exists a set C c f o . l Q  , m((h) = 1 , 
such that for all tQ e Q  , Gt e Aut(Y,v) is v-ergodic.
Theorem 8.5.
For every n _> 1 there exists a set Bn <=- IRn - $n/ i n ,
m(Bl = 1 such that for every a e B there is a residual set of n n
type 111^ C* 2 diffeomcrpnisms in FR2 (Tn ) .
Proof.
We use induction on n . For n = 1 , let = A (cf.I 1.1)
and apply 11.5.1. Now assume the theorem is true for n = k ; we
2 kshow this implies the theorem for n = k+1 as well. If g e FRa(T ) 
is of type 1111 , then the following map is v = e"zdm8dz -ergodic.
Sa : Tk*R - TkxiR
-1
(x,z) «■ (gx,z + log (x)) .
? . ifflUljll ' •: ;
< a * t+ " • * ’.fv .'••* * 1 .# . 4 .. ■..■.“•*.■
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Taking the suspension flow of , one obtains a v ‘ = v9 m-ergodic 
flow on TkxT*>il . We apply Lemma 8.4 to obtain a set Ag o  [0,1]. m(Ag) = 1 
such that for every t e A , S is a v'-ergodic diffeomorphismC Q Q
of Tk+  ^ x R  . The mao S ,. is of the form:
9 to
T^xT1 >& -*■ T ^ T 1*«
dmi -1(x,y,z) -x (gx,y+t0 ,z+log - ^ ( x ) )  •
Now consider a countable dense subset { P . o f  Gra (Tk )<(cf.Ti 
then for every g e { P ^ } ^  we ot,tain a set A. c. [0,1] , with m(A^) = 1 
Using the definition of set A from 1.1.1, we let A = P\ (A^OA)
Putting Bk+1 = Bk x A implies that m(Bk+1) = 1 •
ieN 1
2/Tk+l,
If e = ( B ^ .....ek+1) e Bk+1 then there exists f e FRg(T ) of
the form f(x-j,---,xk+1) = (g(x-j... • ,xk) ,xk+1 + Bk+-|) where
|(
g e {P.}. p,ci FR7, D \(T ) , and both g and f are of type III,.1 1 £l'l \ 3-j ♦ • • • j P|^) •
2 k+1
By Theorem 7.2 we have a of type 1111 diffeomorphisms in FRg(T ) • 
To show that the set
{f £ r^— 'T^+l■ f is of type III,} is dense,
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we recall that the ratio set is an invariant of absolutely continuous
conjugacy. We note also that for every a e A , the set of functions 
2 1in F (T ) which are conjugate to R in an absolutely continuous
p  p
way are dense in F (Decause F” is dense in F and Herman'sa a a
Theorem applies). Therefore, since the product of dense sets is dense 
in o \(Tk ) x F2(T^) » the theorem is proved.
For every n >_ 1 and r >_ 1 , we define
Gr(Tn) = {g_1ofog g e Dr(Tn ) , f e FRr(Tn )} Taking the closure
of this set with respect to Cr topology gives a set denoted Gr(Tn) . 
We first prove a corollary to the proof of Theorem 8,5,
Corollary 8.6.
It is generic in FR°°(Tn) that f e FR“ (Tn) is of type III^. 
Proof.
We use induction. The case n = 1 is true from [ll], By methods 
used in 8.5 we can obtain the result on Tn , n ^  2 .
Corollary 8.7.
It is gener-tc in Gr(Tn) , n >_ 1 , r 2 , that f  e Gr(Tn) is 
of type III.J.
Proof.
Given any element f  e Gr(Tn) , f is arbitrarily close in the 
Cr topology to a map of the form g = g”^°f°g t g e or (Tn) , 
f e FRr(Tn) , and f is of type 111^ . By invariance under 
conjugacy, g is of type 111 ^ , so density is proved.
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§9. Skew products of type II1 .^
In this section we will first present some results about 
smooth circle extensions of discrete dynamical systems. These 
results are similar to results of Jones and Parry [jo] for the 
continuous case. A slight modification of the first proposition 
gives the main result of this section.
Theorem 9.1.
Given (X,$,u) a connected compact manifold and
f e Diff“ (X) , f p-ergodic and of type III,. It is generic 
in C°°(X,T^) (with the C“ topology) that the skew product 
extension given by:
X x T1 X x T1
(x,z) (fx.z-^x) for i|i e C” (X,T^)
is of type III-j.
Recalling the definitions given in Chapter 1, Section §2, 
we see that eve^/ c* map from X to T^ determines a 
multiplicative C* Z-cocycle as follows. Given any C~ (Borel)
.¡a
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map 'jr.X ■* we define a multiplicative cocycle for the 7-action 
of f e Diff“ (X) on X by:
a(n,x) =
n_1 k 
n *(fKx) if n L  1
k=0
1 if
011c
-a(-n,fnx) if n < -1
The set C“ (X,T^) = {^:X -*■ T^ |v> is C°°} forms a group under 
pointwise multiplication: it is a complete topological group with 
respect to the C°° topology.
Consider also the set G={<|>:X-*-T^|<)> is a Borel map and
» 10°f/$ = h u-a.e. for some h e C (X,T )} . We identify two 
functions in G if and only if they are equal u-a.e. G is a group 
under pointwise multiplication.
oo 1
We define the map n:G -*• C (X,T ) by $ -*• <j>of/<(> . We see that 
n is a homomorphism and that ker n = constant maps = . If we
now define a metric on G by: for every $ 1 ,<j>2 e G ,
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J 7
% '
i(^ i >$2 ) = f141] " i ?M y  1 1 ~ ri $ 2 M«o *
x
then we see that 3 is complete and separable with respect to 6 , 
and that n is a continuous group homomorphism.
The smooth skew product uniquely determined by a C°° cocycle 
is the following:
So:X x T1 + X x T1 
(x.z) - (fx.z-a(l.x))
= (fx,z-ij;(x)) for 1¡i e C“ (X,T^) .
The next theorem is proved in 06].
Theorem 9.2.
The skew product Sil> is p8m-ergodic if and only if E(a) = T1 . 
(Recall the definition of E(a) given in 1,52.)
This helps us to prove the following.
Proposition 9.3.
Given (X,u) as in 9.1 and f e Diff“ (X) , f y-ergodic, the 
set {i^ eC°°(X,T^ ) |S-ji is yâm-ergodic} is a residual set in C°°(X,T^) 
with respect to the C“ topology.
Proof.
By using 1.2.3 and Theorem 9.2, it is clear that Si> is
ySm-ergodic if and only if for every k >_ 1 , and for every $ e G ,
ijjk ^ <t>of/<j> a.e. (Because if E(a) , then f(a) = {0} or
r(a) = = k—  roots of unity.) Therefore it suffices to
show that nG is of the first category in C“ (X,T^) ; i.e. it can
be written as the countable union of nowhere dense sets. Suppose that 
nG is of the second category in C“ (X,T^) ; then the closure of nG 
has non-empty interior in C*(X,T^) .
• By the Open rtaDoing Theorem (*), o is continuous implies that 
n:G ->-C“ (X,T^) is open. Then nG = C“ (X,T^) because the only sub­
group of C“ (X,T^) which is both open and closed (and non-empty) is
oo 1
itself. However pG ^ C (X,T ) because there exists pe(0,l) such
0_ j  O QQ
1 is not a coboundary. (Just choose e not in the L
, ; M Jt-.* A * '/* ■ * * F , V  ' " 3 :.t  • *  i ■ *
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spectrum of f or use Lemma 8.4.) This contradiction proves the 
proposition.
(*) Version of the Open Mapping Theorem used: Let E and D be 
complete, metrisable, separable groups. The homomorphism ç of E 
into D is open if it satisfies: (i) the graph of ç is a closed 
sub^set of ExD ; (ii) the closure of ç(V) is a neighbourhood of 
Idp whenever V is a neighbourhood of Id£ in E . (See [12].)
In Proposition 9.3, (i) is satisfied by the continuity of n » and 
it can be shown that (ii) holds if nG is non-meagre.
Remark 9.4.
Let feDiff (X) be of type III-j ; then F:X>iR -*• X>4R given by 
(x,z) -*■ (fx,z+log — (x)) is v = e’zdy8 dz - ergodic. A smooth
OO 1
cocycle for F is given by any C map -*■ T and defined as
oo 1
before. In particular, the subset of C (XxR,T ) defined by
H = {i|)eC"(XxR,T1) !'j)(x,z-|) = i(i(x,z2 ) , V x  t X , z ] , z 2 6 R J
describes the set of C” maps which do not depend on the IR-coordinate. 
It is not difficult to see that H forms a topological group under 
pointwise multioiication with respect to the C” topology, and that
'H = C (X,T^) . By defining G ‘ = {(¡p:XxR -*■ |<j> is Borel and
4>oF/$ = h a.e. for sene h e H) , n' such that n‘(<f>) = $oF/<fr ,
$ z G' , and
. f 2) = j —'— — dy8m + 11n’ 4>i-n' <i>2 I L  »
XxR
we can use 9.3 to prove Theorem 9. as a simple corollary.
Proof or£~TKa_t>r^e*r> ^.1 .
It is generic in C^X.T1) that the skew product Si^XxT1 -+ XxT1 
defined by (x,y) -*■ (fx,y-<j(x)) , (where f is as above), is of 
type III..
Proof.
By 9.3 and 9.4-we see that n'G' is meagre in H , so the set
{^eC”(X,T^) | (fx,y*ii»(x),z+log^ji— (x)) is p8m-ergodic) is
00 1
residual in C (X,T ) for each f of type III^.
We define trre set
?M U *  - • * P  ■ »>+* * \ -  t  . a . • -
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SPr(Tn) = c H f e D r(Tn)|f(x1..... xn )
* x3"^2 ^X1 ,x2^ ’ * * * ,xn+Vn- i(x]****# ,xn-l ^  ^ 
where f1eFr(T1) and <r. e Cr(T1',T1)} ,
where cl denotes closure taken with respect to the Cr topology; 
then as another corollary of 9.3 we obtain the following result.
Corollary 9.6.
For r >_ 1 , n ^  1 , it is generic in SPr(Tn) that 
f e SPr(Tn) is of type III^ .
Proof.
By Theorem 7.2, it suffices to show the set {f£SPr (Tn )|f is
of type III1} is dense. Since SPr(Tn ) = Fr(T1) x  Cr(T] .T1 )x.. .tCr(Tn'1 ,T
we can prove the result by induction. For n = 1 it is true. Assume
there exists a dense set in SPr(Tl<) for which f e SPr(Tk) is of
«> k 1type IIIj. We tnen can find, by 9.3, a dense (residual) set in C (T ,T ) 
for which (f (x),xM ^(x)) is of type 1111, where x = (x,,...,x.) e T
oo k *
and ip e C (T ,7 ) . Using the product topology we are done.

■: j±r. • %  V ft-«-'tf "iOftM1
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CHAPTER IV.
SMOOTH TYPE 11Ic DIFFEOMORPHISMS.
§10. Introduction.
In Q3» Herman proved that every paracompact manifold of 
dimension ^ 3  admits a C” type 111 ^ diffeomorphism. Since 
a type 11IQ diffeomorphism, f , has uncountably many ergodic 
components of the skew product with a(n,x) = log-^j^-(x) , we
need a different method to extend smooth type IIIq diffeomorphisms 
from the circle (wnere we know from [llj such an f exists) to 
Tn x(Rm for m,n ^  1 . Once we obtain type IIIq diffeomorphisms 
on Tn x R m , we can apply Herman's methods with slight modifications 
to obtain the existence of a smooth type IIIq diffeomorphism on every 
paracompact manifold.
We begin tne chapter with some results about the topology o f  
type I I I q diffeomorphisms in certain spaces of smooth diffeomorphisms 
of Tn , for n ^  1 .
In section a’Z we prove the existence o f smooth, ergodic real 
line  extensions n jr the ¡7-action of a type I I I q diffeomorphism on a
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CHAPTER IV.
SMOOTH TYPE 11 Ip DIF^OMORPHISMS.
510. Introduction.
In \ j ] , Herman proved that every paracompact manifold of
dimension >_ 3 admits a C” type III-j diffeomorphism. Since
a type 11IQ diffeomorphism, f , has uncountably many ergodic
d f~ncomponents of the skew product with a(n,x) = l o g ^  ^ (x) , we
need a different method to extend smooth type I I I q diffeomorphisms 
from the circle (wnere we know from [jl^ such an f  e x ists) to 
Tn k R "  for m,n >_ 1 . Once we obtain type I I I q di ffeomorphisms 
on Tn x R *  , we can apply Herman's methods with s l ig h t  modifications 
to obtain the existence of a smooth type I I I q diffeomorphism on every 
paracompact manifold.
We begin tne chapter with some results about the topology of 
type IIIq di ffeomorphisms in certain spaces of smooth di ffeomorphisms 
of Tn , for n >_ 1 .
In section 512 we prove the existence of smooth, ergodic real 
line extensions the ^-action of a type IIIq diffeomorphism on a
£ .
> U A 1 -  4 . 4  . - .*•-
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manifold X . Special thanks are due to Klaus Schmidt and 
Ralf Spatzier for helpful discussions on the construction 
given in Theorem 12.7. It is not difficult to show that most 
of these ergodic extensions give a smooth type 11IQ di f feomorphi sm 
of X x |R .
In §13 and 514 we add some results about type III^ , 
dif feomorphi sms of manifolds 0 < x < 1 , for completeness.
ti ^ > * * • a » • * V '  t  -.*m w ■«**** &
§11. Type 11 Iq Piffeomorphisms of Tn .
Recall from III.8 that
FR"(Tn) = {feD“ (7n)if = ( f ^ f g .... fn), f. e F“ (T1)} . To obtain
a type 11IQ diffeomorphism of the torus in higher dimensions, the 
construction is similar to the one in III.8.5 but has the added 
complication of a non-trivial ergodic decomposition of
(x.y) -  (fx,y + log^ji— (x)) .
Theorem 11.1.
For every n _> 1 , the set 0n = {feFR“ (Tn)|f is of type I H q J
is dense in FR°°(Tn) in the c” topology.
Proof.
Let n = 1 . The theorem is true by plj. Assume it is true for
n = k » We claim m e r e  exists a measurable set C cl [0,l] , m(C) = 1
k+1 k+1
such that for every t e C , the map (f,R^):T -*■ T is of type
IIIq . We prove this claim as follows. Consider the ergodic 
decomposition of tne skew product defined by
F:7* < |R Tk x (R
(x,z; -  (fx,z+logdj^ (x)) x e Tk , z e (R
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which preserves the measure v = e~zdyQdz . By 06] there exists a 
Bore! probability space (Y,9,p) and a-finite measures q on
k y
(T x IR, $k>v) such that:
(i) y -*• qy (B) is Borel for every B e
(ii) v(B) ‘ | qy (B)dp(y)
TkxR
(iii) Every q^,y e Y is invariant and ergodic under F ,
and qv and qyl are mutually singular when y | y' .
(iv) Let z. = {SEP^FfB) = B} . For every B e ? ,  put
By = iyeY:Qy(B) > 0} . Then ?y = (By:B e ?} is equal 
to 7  mod sets of p-measure zero.
For each y e Y , the map F.iT^jiRxT^ -*• T^xR xT^ defined by 
-1 z
(x,z,w) -*■ (fx,z+log^i— (x), w+t) is qy 8 m-ergodic for m-a.e. 
t e [0,1] . This can be shown by taking the suspension flow of F 
and applying Lemma 8.4for each y e Y . If we can prove that the
set Q = t(y,t) e (YxI,'JxJ,pxm):Ft is qy a m ergodic} is p  a m
measurable, then by Fubini's Theorem, since p a m(Q) = 1 there exists
if
a set C c  [0,1] , m(C) = 1 such thatjfor p-a.e. y e Y , F^ is qy a m
ergodic. By the uniqueness of ergodic decomposition, this implies 
that Ft is of type 11IQ .
Now given any g e FR (T ) , g is of the form:
/ CO 1
g(x1,...,xk ,xk+1) = i5 1(x1),...gk+](xk+1)) , where gi e F (T ) .
k oo k
By hypothesis 0 is dense in FR (T ) , so for every e > 0 
- kthere exists g e 8 such that
I I (9 (x-j»• - - ,*k) ’Sk+ i(xk+l ^ ” 9(xi »• • • *x|(+]) 11„ < e/2 .
By continuity of p(g) , and recalling from 1.1.1. that m(A) = 1
oo 1
(A is defined in *.'..1), we can find h e F (T ) such that:
(i) I l*i-gk+111„ < e/2K , and
(ii) p(h) e C4 O A  , where is the set obtained above 
for which t e Cjj => (g.R^) is of type IIIq . Since 
m(A) = m(C^) = 1 , we have m(A PS C-) = 1 .
By Herman’s theorem, h = k"^°Rt ° k for some t e C- and
cQ o y
k e D~(T^) . By invariance under conjugation of the ratio set, the 
map (g,Rt ) is of type IIIQ if and only if (g,h) is of type Illg.
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ergodic. By the uniqueness of ergodic decomposition, this implies 
that Ft is of type IIIq .
co k+i
Now given any g e FR (T ) , g is of the form:
g(x-,....v xk+i) = (Si(xi)»— 9k+1 (xk+i)> * where 9i 6 f°°(t1) •
k oo k
By hypothesis & is dense in FR (T ) , so for every e > 0 
- kthere exists g e 8 such that
11 (9(x-j»• • • »xk) >9k+i (xk+]) ) 9(xi »—  ,xk+l ^ 11» < e^ 2 *
By continuity of p(g) , and recalling from 1.1.1. that m(A) = 1
oo 1
(A is defined in ¡.1.1}, we can find h e F (T ) such that:
(i) I lh-9k+l11» < e/2k * and
(ii) p(h) e Cjj O  A , where is the set obtained above 
for which t e Cg => (g.R^) is of type IIIq . Since 
m(A) = m(Cj) = 1 , we have m(A Pi C-) = 1 .
By Herman's theorem, h = k"^°R ° k for some t e Cr and
tQ 0 9
oo I
k e D (T ) . By invariance under conjugation of the ratio set, the 
map (g»Rt ) is of type IIIq if and only if (g,h) is of type IIIq .
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» k+1Thus we have shown that given any g e FR (T ) , we
can find a map of the form:
h:FR” (Tk+1) -  FR~(Tk+1)
such that (x1.... xk,xk+1 ^ "*■ (3(xi**-*»x|{)»h(xk+1)) .
for some g e FR°°(Tk ) of type 11 Iq , and some h satisfying 
(i) and (ii). Furthermore we have ||h-g|1^ < e .
The proof is done if we can show that the set Q defined 
above is p a m-measurable. We prove this in the lemma that 
follows.
Lemma 11.2.
The set
Q = {(y>t)e(YxI,Oxj.,Pam):F. is q am-ergodic} 
pam 1 j
is measurable.
Proof.
Let X = Tk x R  , and denote by Xn the manifold
' a »- ‘ > 3 . - 1 . 4. .-.. -  I * '
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k
Xn = T x (-n,n) . The skew product F defined in 11.1 is always
conservative, so we can induce on X„ . Let F denote the inducedn n
transformation on X_ , and we write F . for the map n nt
nt X * T
(x,z,w) -*• (Fn (x,z),w+t) for every 
k 1
x e T , z e (-n,n) , w e T . We define, for every y e Y and
n 21 1 . a normalised measure on Xn equivalent to the induced
measure obtained from restricted to Xn . Call these measures 
pin> ; then pin'(Xn) = 1 for n ^  1 . Clearly we have F. is
q am-ergodic if and only if F . is p^am-ergodic for everyjr fit Jr
n 21 1 • To show Q is measurable, we show that Qn = {(y,t) e YxIlFnt 
is p^^am-ergodic} is pam-measurable for each n e N .
To show Qn is measurable, we use Lemma 7.1 from Chapter III 
in the following form.
Lemma 7.1V
ntWith the above notation, F is p^n )am-ergodic if and only if
' • # A» ' *
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2
where | \ 9 . denotes the relevant L norm and
L^(Xn I.Py ani)
h. e and ^hk^k-N is a countal>le dense sequence of Borel ( L * )
functions on * I , (hence measurable for p^n ^am , for every 
y e Y).
Since the infimum of measurable functions is measurable, and 
since the countable intersection of measurable sets is measurable, 
it suffices to show that for each fixed m,i, and n e N , the map
(x.z.w.y.t)
•j m-1
m j=0 bi°Fnt
(x,Z,w)
- ! h.dp(n)am |
X^xl L2(XnxI,p|n )«m)
is measurable, for every x e Xn , z e (-n,n) , w e , y e Y , 
and t e (p.lQ •
Using the definition of Lebesgue integral and elementary facts 
about measurable functions, it is not difficult to see that the map:
given by:
> * *  r*A» v • *
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where
L2(Xn I,p^n)am)
denotes the relevant L norm and
h. e and is a countable dense sequence of Borel ( i -* ')
functions on Xn x I , (hence measurable for p ^ a m  , for every 
y c Y).
Since the infimum of measurable functions is measurable, and 
since the countable intersection of measurable sets is measurable, 
it suffices to show that for each fixed m,i, and n e N , the map
, i "i-l v
(x.z.w.y.t) - | - (x,z,w)
h..dp^n )am
L2(XnxI>pyn)fln,)
is measurable, for every x e Xn , z e (-n,n) , w e T , y e Y , 
and t e [0,l3 .
Using the definition of Lebesgue integral and elementary facts 
about measurable functions, it is not difficult to see that the map:
$. . .:X x (-n.n)xT1 xYxI |R given by:( m , i,n>
I_____I_________________________
70
(x,z,w,y,t)
,m-l . r
i .y v F t(x*z* >-J=0 > ,
\  T
h-fdPy'1^ ®1’
L2 (Xr <I)
is Borel for each fixed triplet (m,i,n) and hence the infimum
map, denoted is Borel also.19 n
Thus the set Tj = H  H  oT1 (0) 
neN ieN 1,n
is a measurable set in X x f l x T ^ x Y x l ,  and by Fubini’s 
Theorem we have that the projection on Y x I of $  is measurable 
in Y x I . Now we conclude by observing that
nYxi(^)= t(y»t) e YxIlFt pa^-ergodic}
= Q , so the lemma is proved.
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§12. Type IIIq Piffeon»rphisms of t ' * R
We begin with a result which is analogous to Proposition 
9.3(Ch. Ill), but is weaker due to the non-compactness of iR .
Proposition 12.1.
Let (X,$,y) be a smooth compact manifold with y a C~ 
probability measure on X . Let f e Diff” (X) be an ergodic 
diffeomorphism. Suppose there exists an element which is not a 
coboundary in the set:
^2. = {()ieC“>(X,iR; j v = n-n°f for some Borel map n:X -> <R ,
(where the closure is taken with respect to the C“ topology).
Then the set of coboundaries is meagre in tL .
Proof.
The proof is similar to that of III.9.3. We consider C. as 
a complete topological group under pointwise addition and with respect 
to the C*® topology. If we let
E = {4>:X -*• R is a Borel map and <|>-<fi°f = h a.e. for some h e C l
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and identify two functions in E if and only if they are equal 
u-a.e., then we see that E is a group under pointwise addition.
We define the map: L:E -*• G  by setting
L($>) = $-<j>°f . We see that L is a group homomorphism and 
ker L = constant maps = JR . We now define a metric on E by:
for al 1 ,d>2 E E ,
f I “ 4*01
W * 2 >  = 7777 7 ,6v + ML* r L»2lL ;
X > + 1
then we see that E is complete and separable with respect to ^  , 
and that L is a continuous group homomorphism.
Using the Open Mapping Theorem, and the assumption that there 
exists i)< e d  such that i|i $ image L , the proposition is proved.
Remark 12.2.
Under the assumption that there exists at least one element 
which is not a coboundary in , we will prove that there is in 
fact a dense G_ of elements in C. which contain all of [R in 
their essential ranee; i.e. there is a dense G_. in , call 
it , such thaz if <(> e £  , then the skew product given by:
“'V ** -.'¿Jr.': * i .
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F:X x P, X x R , where
(x,y) (fx,y+$x) is pam-ergodic.
We begin with an easy lenma, whose proof is similar to 06, 9.6^.
W6, d^jnoVe - E ^ ) .
Lenina 12.3.
Let (X,$,p) and f be as in 12.1. The set 
<E- = {<> e c"°(X,IR) | F:X (R defined in Remark 12.2 is pam-ergodic}
is a Gfi .
Proof.
By the most general form of III.9.2, E. = { (X,R) |E(<j>) = IR} . 
Let SQ denote a countable, dense subalgebra for X . Let 
be a dense sequence in IR . Fix any element B e and any number 
B e { eN • Claim that for every fixed 6 > 0 and e > 0 the set
U(B,8,e,S) = U eC“(X,IR) | sup p(BnV_1B O
ve[fl
{xia^V.x) e (3- e»3+€ ) } )  > 5} is open in C (X,F) with the C
topology. (Proof of claim. Clearly, for fixed n , the map
n-l .
<j> -*■ r $°f‘ is continuous in C” (X,F) with respect to the C” 
i=0
topology. We recall that Vx = f T  for some n e Z and for every
n-l
x e X . By [16,2.63, a (v»x) = a.(n,x ) = s ♦‘»fix) • Therefore
? * i=0
by continuity, we can find 6 > 0 small enough s.t. ||$-$||0. < 6 
implies that y{x:|a (V,x)| < e} = y{x:|a-(V,x)| < e) .)
cp <f>
The" [ \  0  U(B-3*S-4 Si)BeSq m
= {<}) e C“(X,IR) | e e E(<fr)} , and finally we have 
i o m
= {<(>e C“ (X,R) | E($) = 1R> , which proves the proposition.
Remark 12.4.
Since C . c c “ (X,R) is a closed subgroup, the set 
' S x.= eC|E(<>) = IR> is also a G{ . It is easy to see that the
set is dense in C  if it is not empty. For if there exists an
element <l> e £ e , then by adding a suitable coboundary to i|> we can 
find another element of arbitrarily close in the C” topology to 
any ♦ e C . .
In the next 
♦ such that 
exists an element
emma we will prove that if there exists an element 
E(j>) = in^>nej for some 0 < X , then there
* 6 ^ e *
A « M
:4
* * t i  • *■ i
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Lemma 12.5.
Let (X,$,u) and f be as in 12.1. Suppose there exists 
ement ♦ t C  such that E(ip)
Then is a dense G. in .
an el ip e .   = {nAJne2 ^or some 0 * x
Proof.
Since X t E(xp) , we have for all B e S , y(B) > 0 and 
all e > 0 ,
Ve
sup u(B n v _13 n  (x: |aY (V,x)-X |< e })> .
i i
We can choose an irrational scalar c e R , 0 < c < 1 such that
6 = cX , and X and $ are rationally independent. Then for all 
x e {x: la^V.xJ-x | < e} , we have
n-1 . n-1 .
a_.(V,x) = £ c f ° f  (x) = c £ (x) ,
i =0 i =0
for some n e 2 , so |ac^(V,x) - B | < e as well. Let i = c < . 
Thus e c E(i) . 3y adding suitable coboundaries to ip , we see 
that the set {a -:C |£(4>) 3 ( n s } ^ }  is dense in C .  , and the proof 
of Lemma 12.3 snows us that it is in fact a Gfi . Similarly, we have
that = {(¡>eC| E(<j>) 3  is a dense Gfi . Then U ^ H U ^
is also a dense G. in C. , and since the set of essential valuesO
for ij> e C. forms a closed additive subgroup of P , X e E($) and 
6 e E(<(>) imply that E($) = ]R since X and @ are rationally 
independent. Therefore the proposition is proved.
The only remaining possibility is that every element 4> e C. which 
is not a coboundary satisfies TT(<|>) = (0,»} . In Theorem 12.7 we will 
show that even under this assumption we can construct elements in 
This theorem is sufficient to ensure that type Illg diffeomorphisms 
of compact manifolds have ergodic real line extensions, which is what 
is needed to extend type IIIq diffeomorphisms to arbitrary manifolds.
We first prove a oroposition which is necessary for the construction 
in Theorem 12.7.
Proposition 12.6.
Let (X,5,p) be a smooth jxwnxcompact manifold with p a smooth 
o-finite measure on X . Let f e Diff” (X) be a ^.-ergodic diffeomorphism. 
We denote by a countable dense subalgebra of $ , and t  is as in 
12.1. Suppose there exists $ e such that <t> is recurrent and 
r(<f>) = {0,“ } . Then there exists a set f ofe , such that f is a dense
G. in t with resoect to the C“  topology and every element i|> e v
6
satisfies the following condition:
L . * _
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For every e > 0 , for every M e R + , and for every B e§0 ,
there exists o e 6 with < 1 and TT(<|>) = (0,»} , and V e [f]
such that u(B O  V]3 r\Cx: ¡a,(V,x)|<E) H i x :  |aA(V,x)| > M}) > 4 ^ -  .v ? —  c
Proof.
We choose a countable dense set ^‘P-j in the unit ball of ® »
where for every i e S  , F(<j>.j) = {0,” > and is recurrent. We choose
a countable dense set in the full group of f , denoted •
Let H e H  denote a positive integer. We define the set:
A(B,M,E,t,j ,k,i)
= {*>£ | wiBilV^B O  tx= ia^(Vk,x) | < e})} D
ixl au  (Vk ,x)| > Ml)
T  i
> (1 - l)v(B)-2_1 .
By the continuity of >> , and using techniques from 12.3 we can show that 
for each fixed (B,M,e ,£,j ,k,i) the set A(B,M,e,i.,j,k,i) is open in 
with respect to the C” topology.
We also claim rhat r(B,M,E,t,j) = U U A(8 >!1>E,i,j,k,i) is open and
k i
dense in fe . Clearly it is open, and it is dense because each r(B,M,e,i,j)
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contains the coboundaries. To show this, fix e ,M ,B ,i and i  .
o o o o o
Suppose * e t is a coboundary. Then choose any ^  e t which satisfies 
F(<f> ) = CO,»} and 4- liijjll.il • Since if> is a coboundary we write
1> = n-n°f where n is a Borel function on X , and we find a set 
DQ c. Bq such that ¡n(x)-n(y)| < eq/4 for all x,y E Dq . Since 
» e f (4>q ) , we can find an integer p such that 
y(D flf PD 0{xj a. (o,x) | >M }) > 0  . Using the exhaustion argument° ° 4- a 0
v °
method of 05, 9.4j, we can find an element Vk e [f] such that
y (B 0  Vk]B O{x: ¡a^(V
{x:|a. (V x)j > M4-6 K 
1 vo Jo
This proves that
k ,x) | < eQ} O
-) > (I* 1 )y(B )2_1 .
*■ 0
* e r(Bo ’Mo * W jl> •
We now define y = O  P| C ) f )  O  r(B,M,e,t,j) , (where 
BeSQ M e l  j
e e {er>r ~  is a countable set such that er <_-p) .
Clearly y is a dense G, , and it remains to show that <|> e yO
satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition. If \i> c V , then for 
every er > 0 , for every M e W + , for every B e SQ , and for every 
j,t e W + there exists ). e C , F((^) = {0,»> , <j>i is recurrent, and 
there exists Vk e “r^ satisfying:
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contains the coboundaries. To show this, fix e0 >M0 >B0 »j0 and l 0 • 
Suppose e 6 is a coboundary. Then choose any if>0 e b which satisfi 
4> ) = (0,»} and 4- ||a ¡1^ <_ 1 . Since if> is a coboundary we write
i|< = n-n°f where n is a Borel function on X , and we find a set 
Dq c. Bq such that |n(x)-n(y)| < eQ/4 for all x,y e Dq . Since 
» e , we can find an integer p such that
u(D flf PD 0{x| a (o,x) | > M }) > 0  . Using the exhaustion argument° 0 4- 6 0
j vo Jo
method of 05, 9.4J, we can find an element Vk e [f] such that 
u ( B O v ^ B  0{x:|a^(Vk ,x)| < Eq} O
{x: |a1 (Vk ,x)| > r^;; > ( l - 1  )y(Bo )2'1 .
7  *0 “ 0Jo
This proves that ji e ) •
We now define f ■ O  O  O H  O  r(B,M,e,i,j) , (where 
BeSQ M e I j
e e is a countable set such that e„ < 4) .r rdi r —  r
Clearly y is a dense G. , and it remains to show that $ e y 
satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition. If $ e y , then for 
every er > 0 , for every M e N + , for every B e Sq , and for every 
j,i e H + there exists e C , F ( ^ )  = {0,«} , *. is recurrent, and
there exists Vk e satisfying:
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v(B D  Vj^B 0{x: |a^(Vk,x) | < e } H
lx:\^ (Vk,x)| > M}) > (1 - l)w(B).2_1 .
j*i
This concludes the proof.
We make v into a complete space by defining a metric
on v given by:
D„($1 »‘¡‘g ) = I U i " * 211»  +  **.(+1 » *2  ^ »
where d^ i<i>^ ,d>2 ) is defined in the following way.
Let d(<t>,A) = inf] ¡<!>-^ || for any set A c t  . We index the
i^ eA
countable set of sets r(B,E,M,j,k) by s e PI , say. Then we define
W * z >  ■ ' ^ 7 7 1 7 ) • ’
denotes the complement of the open set rg = rs(B,M,e,t,j) .
” .c d (♦, >'!’?)
Finally we let dj*, ,*2 ) = ¿ 2  H d s ( ^ 7 »~2 y *
An easy calculation shows that Dm is a metric on v , and that v 
is complete with respect to .
We are now reaay for the main theorem of this section.
«. * ' Pm-: <*• U'
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Theorem 12.7.
Let (X,S,u) and f e Diff“ (X) be as in 12.6. Suppose there 
exists an element ♦ e b  which is recurrent and not a coboundary. 
Then Ej, is a dense G. in *0 with the c” topology.
Proof.
By 12.3-12.5 if suffices to assume that every element of fe which 
is not a coboundary satisfies T($) = {0,«°} .
Let denote a countable, dense subalgebra of X . We fix an 
element B e , u(B) > 0 , and we choose and fix any e > 0 .
We will construct <!> e C and V e [f] such that 
p(BDv'1Bn{x:|a.(V,x)-l| < e } ) > u(B)/2 .
Then, using the notation and methods of Lemmas 12.3-12.5 we see that 
U(B,l,e ,-H^-) is open, dense, and non-empty in t (in the C” topology) 
for each B e and e > 0 , and therefore the theorem is proved.
A. Setting Up the Construction.
Let v be defined as in 12.6. We start the induction process by 
defining ij>0 = 0 , 3^ = B , Mq = 1 , and eQ = e/2 . Since i>0 e y 
we apply 12.6 to circain p^ and satisfying:
00
«
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-pl-
p(Bonf ,B0fKx:|a^(p1,x)|<Eo} n { x : | a ^ ( p 1,x)|>Mo}) > 0. (12.1)
Since the set ¥ is dense in 6 , we can perturb <j>^ slightly if 
necessary so that ^  e v , and (12.1) still holds. We choose
Bl - ^ o nf 1§on{x: l % o (pl -x) l<eo } 0  {x: (P1 ‘x) I > Mo }
P 1
such that n  f 3^  = 0 . Choose c^  <_ 1 satisfying
y(Bonf 1 §on{x:|% 0 (pi*x)l<Eo } n i x : lac ^ 1 (pl*x)"1 l<eo }) > 0 *
i f ' * if x e B^
f ' \ if
0
X E f
X otherwise,
define C1 = c1+1
B. The j—  Stage.
We will define inductively:
V k - I I O i l L  1  1 . s<(*i\ M .eR+ , e. > 0 , B.c-B, B «-B , p.di,
j J J J  J J J
C - e ¥ and V e Tfj satisfying:j j
j
(1), ?.. = Z C D. c ¥ ,
J J ¿=1 t i
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(2 >j ^ §j-inf PjV i n  {x: iacjij(Pj*x ) - 1 1 < ej> n
(*:!ar (Pi
cj-i J
>x)! = j l) > 0 ,
(3>j D-(?j-i*cj) 4 ej *
pr ]
< e{2' ’ + 2 * ) - 1<4 >j cjll En for 0 £  i  <_ j - 1  ,
(5)j pj > pj-i * Ej = e(2 J + 1 ) ' 1
(6 ) j
P.-_ ^
JB. , O  {x: | J- i V , (Bi-< H I  * 'j 1
p (Bj ) > 0 , and B^ O  f JBj = 0 . We define eL  = _^ ( B ^ U  fP^B^)
(7)j
Vj (x) ='
Vk (x) if x E Bk , k < j-1
I pi
'f J (x) if x e B.
P,-
f ° (x) if x E f JB.
J
otherwise.
C. The induction step.
Assume we are at tne j—  stage. First we choose Sj +j e K + 
large enough so that
82 -
-P,.
(2). p f B .^ n f  JBj . i n i x : | a c ^  (p.,x)- l|  < £ j } n
J J
i * :  l « r (P-r.X)I < £. } )  > 0 ,
cj-l J
(3) j D« (cj - r cj> < Ej •
p * - 1
(4) j c . 1 1 e 4. |!_ < E(2' j + 2 £ ) _1 for 0 <  ^< j - 1  , 
j j £=0 * -  -
<5>j pj - pj-i • *i ■ ¿ " jj -  j - 1  ’
-p„.
(6)j BJC 8j - i n f  J5j - I n {x :|ac .*.(pj * x>"1l < eJ} *J Jp,-
p(B.) > 0 , and B . O f  JB. = fl . We define B . = B ._.\(B. VJ f ^B .)  ^ J J  J J " * J J
Vk(x) if x e Bk , k < j-1
Vj (x )  =■
pif J (x) if x e B^.
-D-- P,
f “ (x) if x e f JBj.
x otherwise.
C. The induction step.
Assume we are at tne j—  stage. First we choose Sj+  ^ e N + 
large enough so that
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£ 2 s < e(2J+^)  ^ . Then we define
S=Sj+ 1
Ysj+ 1 = = s ï j + 1  d(îj*rs) • Since e ^ ’ > 1  > 0 •
Now we choose Mj + 1  1  max(Mj .ej1 Sj+1 24jpj ) .
Using (l)j and Proposition 12.6 we can find > p^ and 4» e b
such that 1 1 * 1 1^ < 1 » and for e.+  ^ = ej-2 -  ^ we have
‘'(^jf'f Pj+1 §j n { x : !ac .(Pj+1 .x)l < ej+1 >n{x:|a^(pj+ 1 .x)| > MJ+1}) > 0
( 12. 2 )
Let <(>j+  ^ = i)> . We choose Cj+-| < ^ —  such that 
yiBjflf J+1 BJ. fl{x:|aç (pj+1 ,x)| < e j+1 l P )
{X!|aCj+l*J+l(Pj+1,X) ‘ 1| <ej+1’)>0 • °2'3)
We define the set 8 . ^  £ (Bj 0  f Pj+1 Bj H  {x: |aç (pj + 1  )x) | < ej+1} 0
ix:lar * *x)-l I < e. ,} such that
j+l\j+l J J
y(Bj+l) > 0 and 3.vl n f Pj+1 B . + 1 = 0 .
* *
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We can assume that + cj+]<f’j+i e v > because if not we could 
have chosen cj + 1  or 1 arbitrarily close by such that (1 2 .2 ) still 
holds and Cj + cj+ 1 ij+.; £ V (since v is dense in fe) . Define
?j+l = !j + cj+l*j+ 1 = 3+Z\ . \  .
i=l 1 1
We must now check to see if (1)j+ 1 through (7)j+ 1 hold.
For (7 )j+i » we just define:
f  vk(x) IF x e B , k 1 J
By our construction, (l)j+] , (2 ) j + 1  , (5)j+] , and (6 ) j + 1  obviously 
are satisfied.
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i  V i  I l*j»i 1 1- * 'g~s , * ,(2i*3 r ' •
by our choice of si+.
We have that
ds(cj ,?j+l) =
d(cj ’rsC) d{cj+l’rs ) ld^ j - rs) d^ j » rsC) + I ICj-Cj+ 1 |
since d(5j ,rs) * d(cj+l’rs) 1  HCj^j+ill. for each s ,  so 
the denominators can va-y oy at most I ICj-Cj+ 1 1 !„ , and now we have
1 -  cj *i i t*j+i 1 1. i  - v v i
< 2  •2 ‘5j'-d - 1 - S - 1
-  E Yj+ 1 2 Pj Sj+ 1 *
and recalling our choice of y . +1 > 0 , we have
. -5 < SJ+ 1 Yj+ 1 *e-2 '^J+6^sTl
5 = 1
, , , Y2 ,-E -2 -(j+6 )s_1
2*1 /  u  V i  V i
'j+l
~ T ~
Yj+ 1
+ e - 2
-i ■
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by our choice of s . + 1
We have th3 t
ds (cj ’cj+l) =
d(ij ,rs ) d^ j + T rsC ) 1 ld(<j *I's) d ^ j * rs) + I ICj-Cj+i
since d(cj ,rs ) ' d(ij - r rs )| -  lltj-Cj+ilL f°r each s , so 
the denominators car va*y oy at most | U j ‘Cj+  ^1 1^ > and now we have
|,cj -cj + i i L  -  cj + i i ' * j + i I i «  i  cj +r ] i  ej ' Yj + r 2' 4j -Pj1*sj+i
< e . Y 2 •2 ”^ ,d "^,s ~^-  e Yj+1 2 pj s j+l •
and recalling our choice of Y . + 1 > 0 , we have
. .  Sj +1 2 . , . , - i W J s -1
i  •■2 ‘5; * * ^ ---- ,-----  /  1 +
5 — I ~ r ~
Yj+i
2 .9- ( j+6) -1
Yj +r e 2 s --
2---
> 1
j+ 1
+ e.2-< ; -3>
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< c - 2 ' 5j * sj+1(t’2~(j+6)sjl1) * e-2"(J+3)
< e-2 ‘5j + e .2 '(j+5) + *.2 -(j+3)
< e -2 -(j+V  .
'JVI •
We check (4) J. + 1 as follows. Clearly
V1 .
cj+i 1 1 > - - Cj+ 1 'pj'Il*j+lIL since ,
-  63'vj + T  s j+1 *pj 1 • Z " 4 J  ’ Pj * 11 ♦ j + 1 1
< e • 2 ” ) '2~ )
< e-2 -(J+1+2iO
D. Taking the limit.
co
We let if; = £ c.$. . Since (3). holds for all j > 1 , $ is 
1 = 1 J
the limit of a Cauchy sequence in y . More precisely, given any 6 > 0 
(we might as well assume 0 < 6 < e) , we choose jodN+ such that
._. < 7  • Thsr> r^r any m > n >_ j we have
J-J0 0
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m-n- 1
■ U V S J -  k^Q D ^’n+k,5n+k+l^ 
m-n - 1
i  kf0 W l  • b* <3>j
m-n- 1  m-n- 1  , , ,.
Now z e k , < e t 2 ' (n+k+l) 
k=0 n+k+l “  k=0
-k£  e Z 2 < 6 ,
k=j„
so D (; ,c ) < 6 .
Therefore y e f , since S' is complete. We can apply 12.6 
to ip and continue the induction process. Then, using an exhaustion 
argument, we obtain a sequence of sets Bi such that P) B . =
= B. P> fPjBj = B. PlfPlBi = 8^  fPlB. = Bj O f ^ B j  = 0 , for all i i  j ,
and such that n( U ( B . U  f ’b .)) > . We also obtain V e [f] such
idN 1 1 1 J
that
f y x )  if x e Bk U f PkBk
V(x) = (12.4)
otherwise.
r *
For a ll x e 3.; , we have V(x) = f  J (x) , and th is  implies for
x c B . ,
88 -
I V V ’X)I = ¡%(Pj»x)l
Pj- 1 -
i. |a (p^xJl+la (p.,x)|+| e ( E c.*.)of (x)| 
cj-l J cj*j J k=0 1 =j+l 1 1
Pj - 1
£  e.+1+e.+ l I c.( E ^ o r t x ) !
J J i=j+l 1 k= 0 1
by (2)j , and now by (4). ,
£  E.+1+E.+ J J
“ c (2 HZ(1-1))-1 
i=j+l
£ Ej+I+e^ e/8 < 1 + (5/8)e
From the above and (12.4), an easy calculation shows that 
y(B O v  1 B r >){x:|a^(V,x) -11 < e }) >_ y(B)/2 , and we are done.
We should point out that 12.3 is true for non-compact X , and the 
hypotheses on (X,S,u) in 12.6 are sufficient for 12.7 to be true.
We have proved the existence of a dense of whose elements give 
ergodic extensions for f ; we now need to see which of these skew products 
have the same ratio sets as f . We will give a necessary and sufficient 
condition, but first will recall some easily proved facts.
Let (X,S,y) oe as in 12.6. and let f e Diff“ (X) be any ergodic
Lemma 12.8.
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l % ( V,x) I = ^ ( P j « x)l
Pj“ 1 -
i  !«t ,_i(P,.x>!*j.Cj,.(Pj .*)l*lk ; 0 M l
P j - 1
i  e.+1 + c-+i I  C, ( Z ((.i o fk(x ) |
J 3 i=j+l 1 k=0 1
by (2). , and now by (4). ,J J
e *+l+e • + 
J J
“ C (2 1 +2 (1 -l))-l 
i =j+l
£  £j+l+sj-s/8 <_ l+(5/8)e
From the above and (12.4), an easy calculation shows that 
w(B O v  Pi {x: | a^ (V ,x) -1| < e}) ^  y(B)/2 , and we are done.
We should point out that 12.3 is true for non-compact X , and the 
hypotheses on (X.S.u; in 12.6 are sufficient for 12.7 to be true.
We have proved the existence of a dense of I? whose elements give 
ergodic extensions for f ; we now need to see which of these skew products 
have the same ratio sets as f . We will give a necessary and sufficient 
condition, but first *e will recall some easily proved facts.
Lemma 12.8.
Let (X,S,y) oe as in 12.6. and le t f  e D if f“(X) be any ergodic
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diffeomorphism of X . If we consider the skew product F. defined by:
9
F :XxR -*■ X*F 
9
(x,y) «■ (fx.y+^x) where <i>efe , then r*(F^)Cr*(f) .
Proof.
Let F = F . 3y definition,
V
r (F) = ^(log — ) where — (x,y) denotes the Radon-Nikodym
derivative of the measure yam(F with respect to pam at the point 
(x,y) e X‘F  . This implies
_-l
^ —  (x.y) = det DF^.y)
.df(x) 0,
= det I
' d<f> (x ) 1'
= ^f(x) = — (*) • From this we see that
Aer (F) => Aer (f)
Remark 12.9.
Given two cocyc'es on X , e C“ (X«Zj1^ we can define a
cocycle (i-j ,<j>2 ):Z*X -  by (<(>1 , * 2 ) (n,x) = ( 4^  ( n ,x )  ,$2 (n,x)) V n e T ,
p
x e X . We compaczi~y F  by adding lines of the form (a,») , (a,-“ ) , 
("•a) > {-“ .3 ) for all a e R  , plus four points at (-»,») , (•»,«) ,
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» (-»,-») . Then (x,e) e ..j^ ) means that for every B e $ , 
y(B) > 0 and for every e > 0 , there exists n e 7  such that
ii(Bnf'RB n{x:|(i](n,x),^(n,x))-(x,B)| < e}) > 0 , or equivalently,
p(B O  f”n3 {x: 1 (n,x)-X [ < e) O  (x: |<j>2 (n,x)-s| < e }) > 0 .
It is clear that (x,s) e T^(<t>-| »<>2 ) implies that X e F ( ^ )  and
8 e ^(<<>2) , but the converse is not necessarily true. We give an example
of the usefulness of considering two cocycles together in the next 
proposition.
Proposition 12.10.
With (X,S,u) an m-dimensional manifold and f as in 12.6, we 
assume further that f is of type III and that the map F. defined
0 <p
d f' 1
in 12.8 is pam-ergodic. Then (0,») c ¥(<*>,log — ) if and only if
is of type IIIQ .
Proof.
(=>) Assume that (0,®) e F(<>,log — ) . By 12.8 it suffices
to show that » e r*!r ) . Let fc e § x J  c  x x 1R be such that 
pam(C) > 0 .. Chocse t to be a point of density of C . Then there 
exists an irn-l-dime"s‘onal cube R e x  * I of volume S > 0 , centred 
at tQ = (t^,tg) suen that pam(R H C )  > .996 . By setting B = nx (R f )  t )  ,
91
we see that w(B) > 0 . Since (0,») e lT(<j>,log — ) , there exists 
n e 7 such that
n_i 1 n
p (B D f ' nB O i x :  | z t°f1 (x)| < i"*1 } O i x :  |log ^ - ( x ) |  > M}) > 0 .
i =0 av
This implies that
pam((R H  C) Pi {(x,y) e R O  C | ( f ^ x . y ^ Z ^ o f 1 (x)) e R PKi} O
i =0
{(x.y)l | l o g ^ ( x ) |  > Ml) > 0 .
•k
Therefore » e r .
•k
(<=) Suppose that F is of type IIIQ , i.e. r (F) = {0,®} .
Then for every set C c  S**S , jiABm(C) > 0 , and for every M e 1R+ , we 
can find an integer n such that
» ™ ( C n F - ncr',0.;1 ,J ):|lo93 ^ ( x , y ) |  > Ml) > 0
S<"“ > ’ '°9t £ ( x ) •
and since F"nC
t n*l .•
x,y- z *°f (x)), (x,y) e C) ,
i =0
then for any B e S , w(B) > 0 , we ju st choose C = B « (-e /2,e/2)
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Then clearly there exists n e 7 such that
This implies that (0,»} e T^.log^jÎ— ) .
Finally we prove the existence of a dense G. of elements in ^Ô
which satisfy the hypotheses of 12.10. We assume X and f are as in
12.6 .
Proposition 12.11.
Let ij):X -*• ]R be a fixed (C°°) cocycle for f with F(i>) = {0,»} . 
Then the set O l  = :,=°) e is a dense G. in t? .
Let be a countable dense subalgebra for X . Choose any B e ,
Proof.
and fix M e R + . Since » e F( »p) , there exists V e [fj such that
If we define the set
using the same argument as in Lemma 12.3 
we see that it is coen for fixed B,M, and e . Now
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a = n  n n  ^B,M,i) = {*eci(o,-)e r(*,*)} .
Be$ MdN mdN 151o
Clearly this set is a G. . To show that it is dense, we observe that 
the coboundaries are dense in and obviously lie in 0 1  .
Theorem 12.12.
With X and f as in 12.6, suppose further that f is of type 
11IQ . Then the set = {<j>et| (x.y) h - (fx,y+ij>x) is of type III0 1 is 
a dense G6 in t .
Proof.
By 12.7, we have that t.
have ot is a dense 3^ .
f  h O D L .
Then
is a dense G& . By 12.10 and 12.11, 
e , n o t ( S a dense Gfi of and
we
Corollary 12.13.
There are uncountably many C” type 11IQ diffeomorphism on 
Tn x jrP , for every n _> 1 , p > 0 .
Proof.
For n = 1, o = 3 , we use Katznelson's construction. By 11.1, the 
result is true fcr ail n 1 when p = 0 . By repeated applications 
of 12.3-12.12 and an induction argument, the corollary is proved.
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§13. Type 111 ^ Diffeomorphisms of Tn > R p, 0 < > < 1 .
In this section we will examine type IIIX diffeomorphisms and 
show that all the results from § 1 2  hold true for type III^ , with 
0 < X < 1 . In some sense, type 111 ^ transformations are better behaved 
than IIIQ ; there is only one type II1^ ergodic transformation, up to 
weak equivalence, for each 0 < X < 1 . We will state the analogous 
theorems to those in § 1 2 and mention the necessary modifications of the 
proofs.
Theorem 13.1.
The set oj = (f e FR°°(Tn )|f is of type III^l is dense in F” (Tn ) 
for every 0 < X < 1 .
Proof.
The proof is the same as 11.1 and 11.2; we take the suspension 
flow of the skew product
F:Tk x r  -v rk x ]R
d f' 1(x,z) h - (fx,z+log — (x )) , and obtain type 1 1 1 ^
diffeomorphisms of Tk+ x r  0nce we have proved that
Qx = <{y,t) E (Y*I ,TxJ,pxm): F is q am-ergodic} is measurable.
(Here, (Y.O.p) corresponds to the ergodic decomposition of a type 11 Ix
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transformation. We refer to §11 and fl6j for details.)
Theorem 13.2.
Let (X,S,y) and f be as in 12.6. Suppose further that f is 
of type IIIA , 0 < >. < 1 . Then the set
= Uetl(x.y) (fx,y+i>x) is of type 1 1 1 ^}
is a dense G. in fe.o
Proof.
Use Lemma 12.7 and an obvious modification of 12.11 and 12.12. 
Corollary 13.3.
For every x, 0 < x < 1 , there are uncountably many C” type 111A 
diffeomorphisms of Tn x ]RP , for every n >_ 1 , p >_ 0 .
Proof.
The same as 12.13.
§14. Type III. , 1 _ x <. 1 Diffeomorphisms of Arbitrary Manifolds.
Herman provec in j_7] that every connected paracompact manifold of 
dimension >3 has a c” type III^ diffeomorphism on it. He gave a nice
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method for extending results on T£ x to any connected para-
compact m-dimensional manifold for m ^  3 . We will outline the method 
here for completeness, also including some explanations and modifications 
for our particular circumstances.
Lemma 14.1.
Let X be an m-dimensional C” paracompact connected manifold and 
p a C” measure on X . Then there exists an open set V C- X , 
diffeomorphic to R m and satisfying y(X-V) = 0 .
Proof.
Let T be a C“ triangulation of X , and let T ‘ denote the dual 
complex of T , i.e. every m-simplex of T corresponds to a vertex of 
T' , and if two m-simplices of T meet in an (m-1)-simplex, this 
corresponds to a dual edge in T ‘ formed by joining interior points in 
the touching m-simplices. Let C denote the one-skeleton of T ‘ , (so 
C consists of dual vertices and dual edges of T '). Let A be a maximal 
tree for C ; then by definition A is a one-dimensional simplicial complex 
which contains every dual vertex of T' and is contractible. Each vertex 
of A corresponds to an m-simplex of T , so we can consider the interior 
of the union of m-?-iiplices of T traced out by A . We therefore have 
an m-dimensional toen set V which is PL isomorphic to R m and therefore 
diffeomorphic to 1H‘" . Since X-V forms part of the (m-1)-skeleton of T ,
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it clearly has Lebesgue measure zero.
Lemma 14.2.
If m >_ 3 , there exists an open set U of lRm diffeomorphic 
to T2 x R m' 2 such that y(Rm-U) = 0 .
Proof.
We write = JR3 * R m” 3 and then it suffices to prove the theorem 
for m = 3 . We write = ]R2 x P  . Then by removing 
from IR2 x ]R we have (]R2 -{0,0}) x ]R = T^ x p 2 .
Now T 1 x ]R2 - {T' x (0,0)} = T2 x ]R .
Lemma 14.3.
There exists a 3* type 11IQ (III^ , 0 < A < 1) flow on T x p"
for every p e l *
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Proof.
We apply 12.13 (13.3) to obtain a C type 11IQ 0 < X <_ 1)
diffeomorphism of x P *3 , then we take the suspension flow.
Lemma 14.4.
Let U be an open set of lRm , and let f^ be a C flow of 
type 11IQ (IIIA , 0 < A ^  1) on U . Let x be the infinitesimal 
generator of f , i.e. x is defined by:
3ft- i f  w t=0 X ° f t (x) • Let « E C (U JR), « > 0 ,
be defined such that the vector field $x is globally integrable and 
defines a flow gt . Then the flow gt
is weakly equivalent to f^ .
Proof.
3f.
The flow ft satisfies the differential equation: fQ (x) = x *
and dft (x) = det(Dr't(x)) satisfies:
jtlog.'.sfj = div(x )oft , log(dfo (x)) = 0 ,
where div x =
1 = :
. It follows that gt satisfies:
!
TOO -
By 14.1 and 14.2 we have an open set U c  X of full y-measure
o  __0
and such that y is diffeomorphic to \ x F r  . Let ft be a type 
11IQ (III^, 0 < x <_ 1) flow on U with infinitesimal generator x 1 
such as flow exists by 14.2. Let $ e C“ (XJR) be such that <j> > 0 on 
U, $ = 0 on X-U , ana such that the vector field 
<fr(x)x(x) > if x e U ,
Y(x) = {
0 , if x e X-U
is C” on X and globally integrable, thus defining a flow, , on X. 
The flow is of type 11IQ (111x ) by 14.4.
Corollary 14.6.
There exist uncountably many C” type III (III., 0 < A £  1)
O A
diffeomorphisms on every connected, paracompact C“ manifold of dimension 
>3 .
Proof.
Proof.
Apply 14.5, 8.4, and the technique used in  11.1.
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We apply 12.13 (13.3) to obtain a C” type 11IQ (III^, 0 < X <_ 1) 
diffeomorphism of t ' « S '1 , then we take the suspension flow.
Lemma 14.4.
Let U be an open set of lRm , and let f^ be a C” flow of 
type 11IQ (111 x » G < X ^  1) on U . Let x be the infinitesimal 
generator of ft , i.e. x is defined by:
3ft
- 5 7  (x) = x0M * )  • Let Í e C” (UJR), * > 0 ,
3t t= 0 z
be defined such t h 3 t  cne vector field ,j>x is globally integrable and 
defines a flow g^ . . Then the flow g^
is weakly equivalent to f^ .
Proof.
Proof.
3ftThe flow ft sacisfies the differential equation: = x°ft > fQ(x)
and dft(x) = det(Df_(x)) satisfies:
-f^log cf*) = div(x )oft , log(dfo (x)) = 0 ,
T. j x -
where div x = I --- . It follows that g. satisfies:• -  ¡X_. L
I
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3gt
= i‘x°3t . 90 = Id > and
g| log(dgt) = div(6-x)°gt = (<>*div x)°gt + ^ o g (*°9t ) •
We can associate to and gt flows and G^. respectively, 
on U x 1R which satisfy the following differential equations:
= (x.d1v(x)) , F = Id ;
t=0 0
tttgJ  = (<t>*x»div(<t-x)) » G = Id .
Let 5^ denote the flow on U x R associated to the vector 
field (<J>*x»4>’(div x)) • Clearly is weakly equivalent to
because it has the same orbits as , hence the same ergodic 
decomposition. Now we define the map h:U x R -* U * E  , where 
h(x,y) = (x,y+log<j>(x)) . It is easy to see that G^ = hoGt°h  ^ , and 
the lemma is proved.
Theorem 14.5.
There exists a type 11IQ (III^, 0 < X 1) flow on every para- 
compact, connectée manifold X of dimension m >_ 3 .
tBy 14.1 and 14.2 we have an open set O C X  of full y-measure
p  _ _ p
and such that y is diffeomorphic to T£ x R m ” . Let f^ be a type 
11IQ (III^, 0 < x £  1) flow on U with infinitesimal generator x » 
such as flow exists by 14.3. Let <j> e C“ (XJR) be such that <j> > 0 on 
U, $ = 0 on X-U , ana such that the vector field 
$(x)x(x) . if x e U ,
Y(x) = {
0 , if x e X-U
is C“ on X and globally integrable, thus defining a flow, , on X. 
The flow is of type 11IQ (III^) by 14.4.
Corollary 14.6.
There exist uncountably many C“ type III (III , 0 < x ^  1) 
diffeomorphisms on every connected, paracompact C“ manifold of dimension 
>3 .
Proof.
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Proof.
Apply 14.5, 8.4, and the technique used in 11.1.
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39t
= $-x°3t . 90 = Id , and
gf log(dgt ) = div(6-x)°gt = U'div x)°gt + -^log(*°gt ) •
We can associate to ffc and flows and G^ respectively, 
on U x ]R which satisfy the following differential equations:
^ t | t , 0 ■ <*■«"*<*» • %  ' Id ^
■^4.! = ( 4> * x »di v ( <{> - x ) ) » G = I d .ot u
Let St denote the flow on U x ]R associated to the vector 
field (<i>-x»<i>' (div x)) • Clearly is weakly equivalent to 
because it has the same orbits as Ft , hence the same ergodic 
decomposition. Now we define the map h:U x R - » U  x R  , where 
h(x,y) = (x,y+log$(x)j . It is easy to see that Gt = hoGt°h  ^ , and 
the lemma is proved.
Theorem 14.5.
There exists a C" type 11IQ (IIIX> 0 < X <_ 1) flow on every para-
compact, connectes Tianifold X of dimension m > 3 .
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By 14.1 and 14.2 we have an open set U C X  of full u-measure
o m_9
and such that u is diffeomorphic to Tc x R  . Let f^ be a type 
1110 (IHj! 0 < x 1) flow on U with infinitesimal generator x 1 
such as flow exists by 14.3. Let <¡> e C“ (XJR) be such that $ > 0 on 
U, $ = 0 on X-U , and such that the vector field
'¡’(x)x(x) » if x e U ,
Y(x) = {
0 ,  if X e  X-U
is C™ on X and globally integrable, thus defining a flow, f^ . , on X. 
The flow is of type 11IQ (III^) by 14.4.
Corollary 14.6.
There exist uncountably many C” type III (III^, O < x <_ 1) 
diffeomorphisms on every connected, paracompact C°° manifold of dimension 
>3 .
Proof.
Proof.
Apply 14.5, 8.4, and the technique used in 11.1.
Proof.
By 14.1 and 14.2 we have an open set U c  X of full u-measure 
and such that u is diffeomorphic to x . Let f^ be a type
11IQ (HI^, 0 < A £  1) flow on U with infinitesimal generator x 1 
such as flow exists by 14.3. Let $ e C“ (XJR) be such that $ > 0 on 
U, $ = 0 on X-U , and such that the vector field 
¿ ( x h M  » if x e U ,
Y(x) = {
0 ,  if x e  X-U
is C“ on X and globally integrable, thus defining a flow, , on X. 
The flow ?t is of type 11IQ (III^) by 14.4.
Corollary 14.6.
There exist uncountably many C” type 11IQ (III^, 0 < a <^1) 
diffeomorphisms on every connected, paracompact C” manifold of dimension 
>3 .
Proof.
Apply 14.5, 8.4, and the technique used in 11.1.
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